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A method of predicting the seismic response of cross braced 
elevated water tower structures, using an electronic digital 
computer to integrate the equations of motion of mathematical 
modeli of the system, is presented. 
The validity of the models is established by experiments on 
a prototype water tower, which serve to verify the allowances 
made for the convective action of the water, and by tests on a 
simple braced frame, from which it is concluded that selected 
multiphase lateral stiffness characteristics can be achieved 
with satisfactory reliability. 
The earthquake response of a typical elevated water tank, 
with braces having various elastic and post yield properties, is 
determined and conclusions are drawn regarding the desirable 
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C H A P T E R 0 N E 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of designing structures to minimise the effect of 
earthquakes has prompted extensive research in structural dynamicso 
The prediction of the elastic response of a structure to prescribed 
time varying loads or ground movements may readily be undertaken 
. th i . 1 f 1 ' b t ' th ( 1 & 2 ) H using e pr ncip es o genera vi ra ion eory o owever 
seismic disturbances are invariably unique and structures subjected 
to major earthquakes rarely behave in a linearly elastic mannero 
I 
Thus the design problem is complicated by the indefinite nature of 
the disturbance and the complex behaviour of the structureo 
Much attention has been devoted to the design of earthquake 
resistant multistorey framed structures and current earthquake 
resistant design philosophy involves the acceptance of two behaviour 
conceptso Buildings are assumed to resist small and medium seismic 
disturbances elastically 9 whereas plastic deformation is considered 
to provide collapse resistance to the near=catastrophic loading 
associated with a major earthquake( 3 ) o 
For the purposes of design it is usual to simulate dynamically 
induced earthquake loads by equivalent static forceso Current 
practice involves the calculation of the dynamic elastic properties 
of a proposed structure and the application of the response spectra 9 
normal mode technique to the determination of the design loads( 49596 ) o 
Allowance for the inelastic nature of the response at near=catastrophic 
loads is made by reducing the ordinates of the elastic response curves 
when deriving design spectra( 2 ~798 ) o 
S6 far as it has been possible to ascertain the procedure outlined 
above has been applied successfully to the seismic design of multi= 
storey framed structureso 
However there are certain types of structure to which the method 
cannot be extended with impunityo A water tower is one such structureo 
Typically a braced steel framework is used to support a rectangular or 
cylindrical liquid storage tank and recognition that this form of 
structure differs substantially in its seismic response from multi-
storey9 multibay framed buildings is implied in earthquake resistant 
design codes( 9) o The specified seismic design coefficients for water-
towers are of the order of twice those listed for buildings but this 
only partly reflects the development of a rational design procedureo 
The provisions are, in fact, somewhat arbitrary and progress towards 
a better justified design approach awaits an improved appreciation of 
the dynamic interaction of the elements comprising a water tower and 
the behaviour of the whole structure under earthquake loading. 
Some thirty years ago consi~erable effort was expended in 
(10) 
investigating the seismic behaviour of water towers. Jacobson 
used a large shaking table for experiments on model towers and 
similar work at M.IoTo( 11 ) emphasized the necessity for a dynamic 
design approach to be adoptedo 
W t d O WO rk ( 12 ) on th h f t . . es ergaar s e c anges o wa er pressure arising 
on dams due to earthquake motions was incorporated with the theory 
developed from model considerations by Hoskings and Jacobson 
(13) 
who found satisfactory agreement with theoretical results when the 
effective water mass acting in an impulsively loaded rectangular 
(14) . 
tank was measuredo Carder tested steel water tanks by a series 
of pull back tests on the supporting towers and thereby studied the 
influence of foundation conditions 9 bracing properties and loading 
characteristics on the manner in which steel water towers vibrated 
with the object of determining their likely behaviour in an earth= 
quakeo An appreciation of the effect of initial tension in cross 
bracing rods were shown in the work of McLean and Moore< 15 ) o They 
pointed out that in a laterally loaded three panel tower 9 having 
similar bracing in each panel 9 the upper tie rods buckled first 9 
then the second panel rods and finally the diagonals in the lowest 
panelo A tower may pass througn all stages in half a cycle of 
motion and as a result the period may be a composite of the four 
computed periodso Williams( 16 ) described investigations of the 
elastic behaviour of a cross braced elevated water tank and showed 
that for a single mass structure in near resonant conditions critical 
displacements may be built up before the type of ground motion changeso 
Extensive model studies were unde~taken by Ruge( 1?) with the 
object of deriving data useful in the designing of seismically loaded 
water tankso The concept of sacrificial cross bracing was discussed 
and he proposed the incorporation of specially designed spring elements 
in the structure 9 however only qualitative reference to damping and 
inelastic action was madeo Ruge drew attention to the advantages 
gained by progressive rather than simultaneous failure of the 
structural elementso 
( 18) . Murphy carried out tests on an 84 fto 
cross braced steel water tower at the Woburn Railway workshops at 
I 
a result of which the natural period of vibration of the structure 
was determinedo He suggested that the damage caused to the tower 
in the 1942 Wellington earthquake was consistent with that pre= 
dictable using a Californian type response curveo Ulrich and 
Carder< 19 ) discussed the increase in stiffness and decrease in 
damping observed in tests of a cross braced water tower when loose 
tie rods had been tightenedo They submitted that their observations 
supported the idea that if a structure becom~s damaged by a strong 
earthquake the period will probably increase because of the loss of 
rigidity and• as the elastic resilience is partly destroyed the 
internal damping will be somewhat higher and this serve to protect 
the structure, partly offsetting its damaged conditiono The 
behaviour of typical elevated water tanks in the 1952 Californian 
. ( 20) 
earthquake was described by Ste1nbrugge and Moran o They 
reported stretching of anchor bolts and bracing rods and the complete 
collapse of some tankso They deduced the modes of failure and 
inferred that torsional motion had occurred in some caseso Steinbrugge 
and Moran observed that wind braced tanks had not behaved satisfactorily 
I 
whereas those designed for seismic loading had behaved bettero They 
concluded that the currently effective design coefficients were not 
too large and that more study of the seismic response of cross braced 
elevated water towers was neededo After analysing the behaviour of 
water tank structures in the 1952 Californian earthquake Moran and 
Cheney( 21 ) reported satisfactory correlation between the behaviour 
predicted using the response spectrum approach and the actual damage 
sustained. 
Steinbrugge and Flores( 22 ) described the stretching of cross 
bracing in elevated water tank towers resulting from the 1960 Chilean 
earthquake and Clough and Jenschke< 23 ) carried out computer analyses 
of cross braced frames based on the steel frame buildings at the 
University of Concepcion in which diagonal bracing was incorporated. 
After this was broken the unbraced structure resisted the earthquakes 
occurring on the following day with no further structural damage thus 
giving rise to the question of whether the bracing was either necessary 
or beneficial. A digital computer study was made of the strengthening 
effect of the diagonal bracing when the buildings were subjected to 
ground motions of three different earthquakes. Results indicated 
that for some earthquakes the bracing may be beneficial whereas in 
other cases the bracing induced forces in the frame which exceed the 
strength of the braced structure. Thus the bracing may actually 
result in the structure being less earthquake resistant than if it 
was unbraced. Housner< 24 ) has proposed a method of limit design 
based on the energy input by recorded strong ground motions. The 
velocity response spectra concept was used to define the energy fed 
into a structure and part of this energy was assumed to be dissipated 
by yielding of the structure. Housner showed that a cross braced 
tower designed to resist 9 at the limit of its elastic range 9 an 
equivalent static load of 0.125 g will be safe in a disturbance which 
would produce 0.40 gin an elastic structure, providing that the 
bracing rods may be permitted to stretch. 
A method of determining the hydrodynamic pressures developed in 
a fluid container subjected to horizontal accelerations has also been 
(25) proposed by Housner o The simplifications of earlier work 
including that of Jacobsen( 26 ) and Graham and Rodriguez( 2?) involves 
some approximation but the technique is considered sufficiently 
t f . . d . ( 28) accura e or seismic esign use o Both Cloud( 29 ) and Blume( 3o) 
have reported reasonable correlation between the observed behaviour 
of water tanks and the vibrational characteristics predicted using 
Housner 0 s methodo In addition satisfactory agreement between the 
!' 
behaviour of petroleum storage tanks in the 1964 Alaskan earthquake 
and the trends expected from theoretical considerations based on 
Housner 1 s work has been demonstrated< 31 ) o 
However the considerable progress which has been achieved in 
the last decade in understanding the behaviour of buildings subjected 
to seismic loads has not been made in the fields of other structures 
such as elevated water tank towers and bridges. During this period 
substantial research effort expended on laboratory and site measure-
ments, paralleled by significant theoretical investigations, has 
enabled much to be learnt of the dynamJc characteristics of buildings 
in both the elastic and inelastic rangeso A more realistic approach 
towards the solution of the earthquake design problem for buildings 
is consequently being developed. The large proportion of papers 
describing investigations of building problems 9 in comparison with 
the handful of papers relating to elevated water tank towers, 
presented to the World Earthquake Engineering Conferences emphasises 
the relatively small effort being expended on these more specialised 
structureso 
Chandrasekaran and Krishna( 32 ) have reported on experimental and 
analytical investigations of the seismic behaviour of reinforced 
concrete water towers. They recommended incorporation of diagonal 
steel braces in concrete frame towers to improve the strong motion 
response and suggested that a reinforced concrete elevated water tank 
may be analysed satisfactorily as a single degree of freedom systemo 
This simplification was also used by Ramiah and Gupta< 33 ) whereas 
Sonobe and Nishikawa< 34 ) ~ Infrim and Bratu< 35 ) and Garcia( 3G) have 
advocated a two degree of freedom representationo 
The computer simulation techniques which have been applied 
widely to building seismic response analysis in the last decade have 
received scant attention by those concerned with the earthquake 
behaviour of elevated liquid storage tanks. However Hanson and 
Fan< 37 ) have used a digital computer to examine the effect of minimum 
cross bracing on the inelastic response of multistorey buildings and 
have shown that significant reductions in the ductility and energy 
absorption capacity requirements of the main frame members may be 
achieved by the provision of suitable diagonal memberso 
The principle of supplying load resistance by direct tension 
or compression members rather than by elements acting primarily in 
bending is not in itself new( 3B) o The problems which may arise due 
to incorrect design of a braced framework are well recognised< 3994o) o 
Also the concept that a braced frame may ride out a strong motion 
earthquake by progressive weakening of the structure has been 
. (41) 
suggested previously o Nevertheless an examination of the seismic 
behaviour of a range of cross braced elevated water tower structures 
using an electronic digital computer simulation technique does not 
appear to have been undertaken. The feasibility of providing 
expendable cross bracing and of predicting the response of elevated 
water tower structures which incorporated such structural components 
appears worthy of study and this consideration prompted the investiga-
tion described in this thesis. 
In Chapter Two the mass representation of a water tower system 9 
involving allowance for the convective motion of the fluid, is 
described and the validity of the model is substantiated by the 
results of a simple dynamic test on a prestressed concrete elevated 
water tank on the 11am site of the University of Canterbury. 
The concept of multiphase cross bracing is discussed in Chapter 
Three. Experiments undertaken on a simple cross braced frame are 
described and from these it is concluded that selected multiphase 
response may be achieved reliably in cross braced frames if sufficient 
attention is given to the determination of the material characteristics 
and to the structural detailing. 
The seismic analysis of structures using digital computer 
mathematical modelling techniques is o~tlined in C~apter Four and, 
in particular, the calculation of the earthquake response of a 
yielding system by numerical integration of the appropriate equations 
of motion is described. The application of this analysis method to 
the determination of the displacement response of elevated water tanks 
supported on cross brac~d tower structures, to digitised seismic ground 
accelerations is explained. 
Digital computer programs used in this analysis procedure are 
outlined in Chapter Five and the specially written cross braced 
frame dynamic analysis program XBFRME is described in detail. Results 
of verification checks on this program are given and some limitations 
of the mathematical model on which it is based are discussed. 
Moran and Cheney's 100,000 (U.S.) gallon water tank supported 
on a three storey, single bay, cross braced frame, 105 ft. high, is 
used as the basis for the series of seismic response predictions 
described in Chapter Six. Differences in the response are determined 
between the situation in which entirely elastic response is assumed, 
and those in which multiphase response of the bracing ele~ents is 
taken into account. Also the effects are examined of varying the 
levels of prestress and changing other aspects of the bracing system. 
In Chapter Seven the investigation described in this thesis is 
reviewed and certain suggestions for the improved design of seismic 
resistant cross braced elevated water tank structures are presented. 
The Appendices include descriptions of the calculations under-
taken in modelling both the Ilam and the Moran and Cheney water 
towers, details of the geometric and structural properties of the 
test frames and lists of the library digital computer programs ~~ed 
in the analyses. 
C H A P T E R T W 0 
TWO MASS REPRESENTATION OF AN ELEVATED WATER TANK 
II.1 Introduction 
A typical elevated water tank is shown diagrammatically in 
Figure 2.1. To expedite computer simulation studies it is conven-
ient to initially invoke th~ two degree of freedom representation( 35936 ) 
and to replace the contents of the tank by an equivalent sprung mass 
m1 , corresponding to the sloshing part of the liquid, and a second 
component m 
0 
corresponding to that portion of the tank contents 
which moves with the structure, the mass of which is designated by 
m in Figure 2.2. s 
The effective spring stiffness k1 may be determined from 
considerations of the geometric properties of the tank( 2S) and the 
tower stiffness k 
0 
may be derived from the tower properties using 
standard structural analysis techniques. 
The opportunity was taken to verify this two mass representation 
of a water tower system by comparing the predicted and measured 
dynamic characteristics of a prestressed concrete water tower on the 
11am site of the University of Canterbury. 
II.2 The Elevated Water Tower 
The structure examined is a prestressed concrete tubular tower 
supporting a cylindrical reinforced concrete tank and is shown in 






Fig. 2.2 : TWO MASS 
REPRESENTATION 
Fig. 2.3 - llam wa ter tow er . 
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n----- OUTER PIPE 4°-6°°1.D. 
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,,__ __ ·--MIDDLE PIPE 3°-0"I.D. 
1" 
2 2 Walls. 
~---- CENTRAL PIPE 1'-1100 I.D. 
1" 22 Walls. 
Fig. 2.5: SECTION OF !LAM WATER TOWER 
Figure 2.3. As is indicated in Figure 2.5 two concentric internal 
tubes form an integral part of the structure and consequently will 
assist in resisting lateral loads. Under normal operating conditions 
the tank serves to provide a constant head supply of water and the 
volume between the tubes is full of water. 
II.3 Predicted Properties of the Ilam Water Tower 
The dynamic characteristics of the elevated water tower were 
. (25 28) calculated using Housner 1 s method 9 • The method of determining 
the hydrodynamic behaviour of the liquid container involves some 
approximation but the results are considered sufficiently accurate 
for seismic design use. 
The fluid is separated into impulsive and convective parts. 
Then impulsive pressures are those associated with the forces of 
inertia produced by impulsive movements of the walls of the container, 
the pressures developed being directly propqrtional to the acceleration 
of the container walls. Convective pressures are those produced by 
the oscillation of the fluid and are thus the consequences of the 
impulsive pressures~ 
The equivalent dynamic system for a liquid storage tank is shown 
in Figure 2.6. The tank with an oscillating liquid surface is shown 
in Figure 2.6(a). The equivalent system is shown in Figure 2.6(b) 
where m 
0 
and produce dynamic forces equivalent to those produced 
by the liquid. 
The mass m exerts a maximum horizontal force directly propor-
o 
tional to the maximum acceleration of the tank bottom, at a height 
h (see Figure 2o6(b) and thus contributes to the overturning moment 
0 
in the tanko 
The mass acting as a solid oscillating mass flexibly 
connected to the walls and located at a height h1 also contributes . 
to the overturning moment acting on the tank. The value of the 
overturning moment is computed by increasing the vertical arms to 
allow for the moment of the dynamic forces acting on the bottom. 
Thus each moment arm h
0 
and h1 has two distinct values, the 
smaller being used to evaluate the bending moment on a plane just 
above the bottom, and the larger value to determine the overturning 
moment on a plane just below the bottom. The first case may be 
designated by the subscript ebp (excluding bottom pressure) and the 
second by the subscript ibp (including bottom pressure). Where 
there is a risk that the tank wall may buckle( 31 ) the ebp moment is 
important. In the case of the particular concrete tank under 
consideration the ibp value will be of greater significance. 




The determination of the masses m
0 
and m1 , the moment arms 
h
0 
and h1 and the effective spring stiffness k1 may be readily 









Computation Procedure (summarised from reference 25) 
Cylindrical tank caseo 
(a) Calculation of Impulsive Force 
Steps (1) 
(2) 
Determine the equivalent impulsive mass 
m 
0 
= tanh /3 R/h 
/) R/h o m 
where R is the tank radius 
h is the liquid height 
m is the total mass o-f liquid 
Determine the effective height h 
0 
21! [ 4 ( /3 R/h ) ] 
ho= 8 1 + 3 tanh /3 R/h - 1 . 
m 
0 
(3) Add m to the mass of the structure m to 
( 4) 
0 S 
obtain m so 




m h + m h 
0 0 S S 
m so 
h so 
(b) Calculation of Convective Force 
(5) Determine the equivalent convective mass m
1 
m1 = 00387 R/h • tanh (1.84 h/R) om 




= h [ 1 cash [27/8 h/R - 135/88 ] - /27/8 h/R sinh /27/8 h/R 
17. 
(c) Calculation of normal mode properties 
(7) Compute the lateral stiffness of the water tower 
ioeo the elastic load/deflection characteristic 
of the mass centre point (at height 










(9) Compute the normal mode frequencies and displaced 
shapes for the two-mass coupled system. 









where so is the displacement ratio of the total 
x1 
impulsive masso 
The computer program MODANAL (list 1) was written to expedite 
the computation of the modal properties of a two mass representation 
of an elevated water tower using Housner's equations. The input 
data includes geometric and mass properties of the tower and the 
lateral stiffness of the structure with respect to the mass centroido 
The output includes the natural frequencies and associated displaced 















THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE MODAL PROPERTIES OF A 
TWO MASS REPRESENTATION OF AN ELEVATED WATER TOWER 














































































GO TO 55 
WRITE(6,451 
GO TO 55 
FORMATl////25X,'MSO = ',El2o4,' LBS/G'/l 
FORMATl25X,'HSO •,El2o4,' FEET•/) 
FORMATl25X,'Ml ',El2.4,' LBS/G'/l 
FORMAT(25X,'Hl •,El2.4,' FEET'/) 




FORMAT(25X,'ERROR IN CALCULATING FREQUENCY'/) 
FORMAT(////25X,'****************************************'I 
N=Z 
GO TO 44 
99 STOP 
END 
TYPICAL INPUT DATA 
o.o 4. a.a 700. 650000. 32.2 
196. 4. 2.0 700. 650000. 32.2 
340. 4. 3.5 700. 650000. 32.2 
490. 4. 5.0 700. 650000. 32.2 
638. 4. 6.5 700. 650000. 32.2 









0.65 c.p.s. 3,76 c.p.s. 
MODE 1 MODE 2 
Figure 2. 7.' TYP/CA L THEORETICAL /v10DE SHAPES 
I N P U T 
FLUID TANK FLUID STRUCT-
MASS RADIUS HEIGHT URAL 
MASS 
M R H MS 
LBS/G FT FT LBS/G 
638 4.o 6.5 545 
490 4.0 5.0 545 
340 4.0 3.5 545 
196 4.0 2.0 545 · 
0 4.0 o.o 545 
638 4.o 6.5 700 
490 4.o 5.0 700 
340 4.0 3.5 700 
196 4.o 2.0 700 
0 4.0 0 700 
638 4.o 6.5 800 
490 4.0 5·.o 800 
340 4.0 3.5 800 
196 4.0 2.0 800 
0 4.0 0 Boo 
OUTPUT 
l 
STRUCT- GRAVI~Y STRUCT- TOTAL INERTIA CONVECT- CONVECT- EFFECT-
URAL ACC - URE INERTIA MASS IVE IVE IVE 
STIFF- C.G. MASS HEIGHT MASS MASS UPPER 
NESS HEIGHT HEIGHT SPRING 
STIFF-
NESS 
KSO G HS MSO HSO M1 H1 K1 
KIPS/FT FT/SEC2 FT LBS/G FT LBS/G FT KIPS/FT 
650 32.2 2.0 1016 2.7 151 4.7 2.53 
650 32.2 2.0 856 2.5 149 3.5 2.45 
650 32.2 2.0 710 2.3 139 2.5 2.16 
650 32.2 2.0 601 2.1 110 2.2 1.35 
650 32.2 2.0 545 2.0 0 0 0 
650 32.2 2.0 1171 2.6 151 4.7 2.53 
650 32.2 2.0 1011 2.4 149 3.5 2.45 
650 32.2 2.0 865 2.2 139 2.5 2.16 
650 32.2 2.0 756 2.1 110 2.2 1.35 
650 32.2 2.0 700 2.0 0 0 0 
650 32.2 2.0 1271 2.6 151 4.7 2.53 
650 32.2 2.0 1111 2.4 149 3.5 2.45 
650 32.2 2.0 965 2.2 139 2.5 2.16 
650 32.2 2.0 856 2.1 110 2.2 1.35 
650 32.2 2.0 800 2.0 0 0 0 
TABLE 1- Typical input and output data for MODANAL 
analysis of Jlam water tower 
FIRST DISPLACE- SECOND DISPLACE 
MODE MENT MODE MENT 
FRE- RATIO FRE- RATIO 
QUENCY QUENCY 
W1 xso V/2 XSO 
C.P.S. C.P.S. 
o.65 0.004 4.0 -37 
o.64 0.004 4.4 -45 
0.62 0.003 4.8 -58 
0.56 0.002 5.2 -88 
0 1.0 5.5 t.o 
0.65 0.004 3.8 -32 
o.64 0.004 4.o -38 
0.63 0.003 4.4 -48 
0.55 0.002 4.7 -70 
.o 1.0 4.8 1.0 
0.65 0.004 3.6 -30 
o.64 0.004 3.9 -35 
0.63 0.003 4.1 -43 
0.56 0.002 4.4 -61 
0 1.0 4.5 1.0 
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input and output is shown in Table 1. A summary of the preliminary 
calculations undertaken in the modelling of the tower shown in 
Figure 2.3 is presented in Appendix I and the predicted significant 
translation vibration fr~quencies of the structure, corresponding to 
the tank being filled with water to selected levels, are presented 
in Table 2. 
II.4 Measured Properties of the Ilam Water Tower 
A simple pull-back test was carried out on the tower. The 
structure was deflected laterally by applying a load immediately 
below the tank through a 0.5 in. diameter nylon rope anchored both 
to a hoist at ground level and to a steel collar fixed round the 
tower (Figure 2.4(i)). The rope was tensioned using the hoist and 
quick release was achieved by cutting a 10 gauge mild steel wire 
link inserted in the length (Figure 2.4(ii)). The sections on 
either side of the wire link were anchored to reduce the hazard 
arising from back lash as the link was severed. (Figure 2.4(iii)). 
The motion of the tower was recorded by a horizontal displace-
ment meter (Figure 2.4(iv)), developed for use in the small 
amplitude dynamic testing of multistorey buildings( 42 ), coupled to 
a pen recorder. 
The meter is essentially an inverted pendulum enclosed in a 
cylindrical housing which is sealed onto the base plate and filled 
with silicon oil. The relative movement between the pendulum and 
the housing is detected by a Philips PR 9310 inductive pickup 
connected to Philips PR 3304 direct reading measurin~ bridge which 
serves to amplify the transducer signal before it is recorded on a 
Philips PT 2108 oscilloscript. A maximum magnification of 24,000 
may be obtained using this equipment, a 1 mm division on the 
recording paper corresponding to a meter base displacement of 
4 • 1 6 x 10 - 5 mm • In practice the meter was calibrated on a shaking 
table to establish the variation in response characteristic with 
both temperature and frequency. 
A series of pull-back tests were undertaken, the depth of water 
in the tank being varied between O and 6.5 ft. A typical free 
vibration oscilloscript trace is shown in Figure 2.8(a) and a 
portion of a trace obtained when the tower·was excited by the action 
of the pump which circulates water up the outer tubes of the tower 
to spill over the internal weir at approximately 7 cusecs is shown 
in Figure 2.8(b). A pronounced beat effect is evident on the second 
trace. The recorded frequency of 4 c.p.s. evident on both traces 
is that of the second mode of the system, the configuration in which 
the structural movement predominates.tsee Figure 2.7). The per-
centage equivalent viscous critical damping was determined from the 
decay of the free vibration as 1.3%. 
Subsequently hand shaking tests, similar to those used in 
building excitation< 43 ) were used to determine the "sloshing" 
frequency of the water inside the tank. Recording was undertaken 
in a similar manner to that used in the pull-back tests. 
of water depths were again investigated and the results are 
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1 MODE 2 
Experi- MODANAL Analysis Results Experi-
mental For Structural Mass MS mental 
Values MS:::545 700 800 Values 
c.p.s. c.p.s. c.p.s. c.p.s. CopoSo 
o.64 4.o 3.8 3.6 4.o 
0.62 4.4 401 4.o 4.25 
0.60 4.8 4.4 4.1 4.5 
0.55 5.2 4.7 4.4 4.76 
0 5°5 4.8 4.5 4.9 
Comparison of measured and predicted frequen-
cies of Ilam water tank structure. 
II.5 Comment on the Two Mass Modelling of Water Towers 
Where the primary objective is to determine a two degree of 
freedom system equivalent to a particular elevated water tower it 
is evident that the Housner analysis method may be conveniently 
programmed for digital computer execution apd that a program such 
as MODANAL enables sensitivity analyses to be readily undertaken 
(see the results presented in Table 1 corresponding to variations 
in the quantity of water in the selected tank and to changes in the 
effective mass of the structural system.) 
The testing undertaken on the Ilam water tower indicates that 
the use of a two mass representation will enable satisfactory pre-
dictions of the frequency properties to be made, particularly when 
this is essentially a preliminary step in the modelling of the 
system with the object of carrying out more complex analyses as 
described in the following chapters. The relatively small dis-
crepancies between the measured and calculated frequency values can 
be accounted for by the hindering of the convective movement of the 
water by the internal weir structure. This would not be present in 
a typical elevated water storage tank and even better correlation 
could reasonably be expected in more usual configurations. 
C H A P T E R T H R E E 
CROSS BRACING IN EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT STRUCTURES 
III.1 Introduction 
Current earthquake resistant design philosophy requires 
structures to resist minor earthquakes without damage (i.e. 
elastically), to resist moderate earthquakes without structural 
damage but with some non-stTuctural damage and to resist major 
earthquakes without catastrophic collapse but with some structural 
damage (i.e. inelastic deformation). 
The use of cross bracing to resist lateral forces is an 
obvious method of providing economic stiffening in a tower 
structure. Increased rigidity may be achieved efficiently, in 
terms of material usage, in otherwise light and fairly flexible 
frameworks. Fifty years ago, when rigidity was considered to be 
of paramount importance in seismic design, cross bracing was 
extensively used. Certainly stiff structures do not normally 
suffer extensive secondary d~mage in small or moderate earthquakes 
but a growing awareness that more flexible structures tended to 
attract less inertia load in an earthquake disturbance, coupled with 
the understanding of the need for ductile characteristics, prompted 
the use of rigid jointed unbraced frameworks for building frames to 
such an extent that only in relatively light-tower structures, such 
as those used to support elevated water tanks, has cross bracing 
28. 
continued to be generally used. In the last. two or three years 
diagonal bracing has reappeared in several notable new buildings 
including the Alcoa building in San Francisco's Golden Gateway 
Centre and the 100 storey John Hancock building in Chicago. 
Nevertheless, the architectural disadvantages of bracing, coupled 
with some problems encountered in ensuring adequate structural 
integrity, appear likely to limit the use of bracing to semi-
industrial structures such as elevated water tank towers. For this 
reason in this study consideration of the application of cross bracing 
is restricted to a basically simple, single bay, multistorey frame-
work supporting a liquid storage tank. 
The concept of two phase seis~ic response is implicit in the 
current seismic design philosophy outlined above. This mode of 
behaviour can readily be encouraged in braced frameworks by correct 
provision of ductile (and expendable) bracing elements inserted in 
an otherwise elastic frame. In the case of a braced tower with 
essentially rigid joints, the structure may be designed to have 
expendable bracing which will yield in a major seismic disturbance, 
thereby absorbing energy and at the same time increasing the flexi-
bility of the structure so that the residual ductile, moment resisting 
frame can then survive the earthquake, despite having experienced 
substantial lateral· displacements 1 by virtue of its own resistance. 
In the case of a braced tower with esseµtially pinned joints the 
bracing may itself be of a two phase nature, possibly provided by 
the use of pairs of parallel braces, one of each of which is designed 
to remain elastic under all anticipated loading conditions and the 
second one being selected with the intention that it should yield 
and finally break in a major earthquake. 
In parallel with the analytical study of thi~ expendable bracing 
_ concept it was considered necessary to examine certain practi<:al 
aspects of incorporating cross bracing of the type envisaged in a 
civil engineering structure. Consequently a feasibility study was 
undertaken. The simplest possible cross br~ced panel, consisting 
of a two dimensional rectangular steel frame braced with diagonal 
members, was modelled physically and subjected to selected racking 
tests. The object was to establish that be·haviour of the type 
conceived can be obtained in a practical situation without resort to 
assembly techniques which might prove unrealistic and to confirm that 
the actual load deflection characteristi:Pl:l botrelate satisfactorily 
with those predicted. 
III.2 Cross Braced Panel Testing 
Initially a series of simple rectangular portal frames of 
5 ft. 0 in. leg and beam length and of 4 in. x 2.5 in. x 6.5 lb/ft. 
~ection R.S.J., both with and without bracing, were subjected to 
racking loads applied through a horizontal jack bearing against the 
top of the leg, in line with the centre line of the beam. Secondary 
effects, including deformation perpendicular to the plane of the 
frame and local stress concentrations around the knee prevented any 
meaningful behaviour patterns being established but as a result of 
this preliminary experimental work a better controlled series of tests 
30. 
was subsequently undertaken. These are described below. 
In order to facilitate laboratory testing with readily available 
equipment a standard braced panel fabricated from 3 in. x 2 in. x 
4.5 lb/ft. R.S.J. section was selected (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). 
This configuration allowed the detailing to be representative of 
that encountered in full scale steel frameworks without requiring 
particularly elaborate facilities to enable such a frame to be 
racked in the post-elastic range. 
The span of the frame was chosen to conform to the 15 in. 
pitch of the holding down sockets on the test floor used and a 
further consideration in selecting the frame size was the availab-
ility of a variable displacement dynamic loading machine which had 
been constructed for, and used in, a dynamic study of structural 
(44) 
concrete • This machine is capable of applying reversed cyclic 
loading at frequencies between 0.5 and 5.0 c.p.s. with a maximum 
force output of 4 to~, a maximum throw of 3 in. (i.e. 6 in. double 
amplitude) but with a limitation on the torque on the main drive 
shaft of 4.9 ton.in. As it was intended to use this machine to 
cyclically load the braced panels they were proportioned accordingly. 
To overcome the difficulties encountered in the preliminary 
testing when the racking load was applied to the face of the section 
at the knee position, a load link consisting of two parallel 
3 in. x 0.5 in. mild steel arms, pinned to the centre of the beam, 
was used. (See Figures 3.3(i) and 3.3(ii)). This enabled lateral 
loads to be applied along the centre line of the beam section without 
stress concentrations being introduced at one knee position and the 
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system was considered to adequately represent the inertia load 
situation developed in a prototype panel by earthquake movemento 
For the series of static tests undertaken provision was made 
to load the link in either tension or compression by means of a 
10 ton Simplex hydraulic jack (model RC 106) activated by a Simplex 
two way hand pumpo The jack reacted against a substantial 
laterally braced vertical cantilever (Figure 3o3(iii)) and was 
mounted in series with a 10 ton Philips 9266/10 load cell connected 
to a model 120 Budd strain gauge bridge, to enable the applied load 
to be determinedo 
When the test frames were racked by the dynamic loading 
machine (Figures 3o4(i) and 3o4(ii)) the load link was also used 
but in this case it was pinned to the machine cross head (Figure 
3o4(iii)) which itself incorporates a load cell so that the 
transmitted axial force was again determined by means of a strain 
gauge bridgeo 
The deformation of the frame was measured by a series of 2 in. 
travel Mercer model Alpha 22(a) dial gauges and, in the dynamic 
testing, by deflection gauges consisting of strain gauged spring 
steel cantilever of 10 ino length and 0o5 ino x 000625 in. section. 
(See Figures 3o4(iv) and 3o4(v)). These were clamped to vertical 
supports bolted to the strong floor and connected to the frame under 
test through twin universal joints at the free endso When recording 
dynamic loads and displacements, provision was made to connect the 
strain gauges in the load cell and the deflection gauges through 
Philips PR9304 bridges to a Riken Denshi X-Y Plott~r Model F-3B, F-2 
34 . 
( i ) ( ii ) 
( ii i ) (iv) 
(v) (vi) 
Fig.3.3 - Details of racking test rig. 
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( i ) ( i i ) 
( ii i ) ( i V) 
(V) ( Vi ) 
Fig. 3. 4 - Details of racking test rig. 
on which Load/Deflection curves were recorded. (Figure 3.4(vi)). 
Two methods were used to determine the strains in the circular 
section bracing rods. Standard Philips PR 9814 wire resistance 
strain gauges were glued to the surface of the rods in pairs on 
diametrically opposed positions and each pair was wired in series 
to ensure that axial 9 rather than bending 9 distortions were 
measured. In addition 8 in. Demac gauges were used to determine 
the rod strains 9 the Demac points being fixed to the rods using wax 
(see Figures 3.3(v) and 3.3(vi)). The relative merits of these two 
strain measuring techniques 9 as applied in the tests made~ are 
discussed below. 
The bracing rods were secured in the frame in several different 
ways. Some of the rods used initially had plates welded to each 
end so that they could be bolted to the knee stiffening plate at the 
upper end and to the stirrup at the lower one. Other rods were 
anchored by passing them through holes in the stiffening plates and 
in the stirrups 9 standard prestressing anchorages being used to secure 
the rods. (See Figure 3.3(iv) ). In the later stages of testing the 
hinged panels 9 stirrups were used at both the upper and lower ends of 
the bracing and in all cases a drilled adjustment bolt was used 
between the anchorage and the plate through which the rod passed to 
facilitate the seating of the grips and to enable any slack which 
occurred during testing to be taken up. 
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IIIo3 Material Properties 
Since it was intended to load the frames and bracing both in the 
elastic range and beyond yield, properties of the steel elements used 
were established in a series of tensile tests on specimens prepared 
and proport{oned in accordance with BS18:1962. Several rectangular 
cross section specimens were cut from the web of the R.S.J. section 
adjacent to the lengths used in fabricating the portals 9 and sets of 
circular cross section test pieces were prepared from lengths of the 
rods used as bracing. A 25 9 000 lb. capacity Avery Universal testing 
machine was used to apply the tensile loads and the strains were 
recorded using a 2 in. gauge length Baty mechanical strain gauge. 
Properties established included the elastic modulus, the first yield 
strain, the true stress/true strain post yield relationship and the 
ultimate load. 
The need to verify the properties of the materials used was 
demonstrated by the first rod tested which 9 although supplied as 
"mild steel 11 exhibited very little ductility consistent with the 
material having been cold worked. 
Following the work of Erasmus< 45 ) essentially bilinear load/ 
deflection models of axially loaded mild steel braces may be derived 
from consideration of true force 9 true deflection curves(
46 ) and 
hence the material properties measured in this study were used to 
establish the elastic stiffness and effective post-yield elastic 
stiffness of the bracing elements (see Appendix II). 
A typical plot of log true stress against log true strain is 
presented in Figure 3.5 and from this and a similar graph for the 
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thicker bracing the values of strain hardening exponent n and strength 
coefficient K were determined for the mild steel braces. A summary 
of the bracing rods' material properties is presented in Table 3o 
The testing of the joist material indicated that the section was of 
6 2 typical low carbon steel having a Young 0 s modulus of 28 x 10 lbs/in. 
and a yield level of 43 9 500 lbs/in
2
o 
A simple digital computer program TRUEF0RCE (list 2) 9 based on 
the expression for true force developed in Appendix II 9 was used to 
calculate the post yield forces in the bracing rods for selected 
lateral deflections of the test portal and the results of these 
computations are shown in Figures 306 and 3.70 
III.4 Tests Undertaken 
An initial static racking test was undertaken on an unbraced 
rigid knee portal in the rig shown in Figure 3o3(i) to establish that 
the difficulties experienced in the preliminary experimental work 9 
brought about by distortion of the frame perpendicular to its own 
plane and by upward deflection of the base plates 9 had been 
satisfactorily overcomeo This was confirmed. The jack loads 
were limited to those corresponding to 0.5 in deflection to avoid 
inelastic straining of the frame and the load/deflection plot 
(Figure 3.8) enabl~d a value of stiffness of 49 600 lb/ino to be 
determined. This correlates satisfactorily with the theoretical 
value of 49 570 lb/in. (See Appendix III). 
A second static racking test on a rigid knee portal braced 
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0.211 H.T.S. 
Table 3. 
Young's Elastic Strain Strength 
Modulus Limit Hardening Co-
Strain Exponents efficient 
(lbs/in2 ) n K 
X 106 
0 
31.2 0.00186 0o25 154,ooo 
29.6 0.00189 0.28 132,000 
2809 0.008 - -
29.2 0.008 - -
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4!'" 
load/deflection graph shown in Figure 3.9 to be obtained. The 
initial experimental stiffness of 20 9 000 lb/in. compares reasonably 
well with the theoretical value (4 9 570 lb/in. for the bare frame 
plus 16 9 350 lb/in. for the bracing giving a total of 20,920 lb/in.) 
and the slope of the second section of the graph 9 5 9 000 lb/in. 9 
correlates well with the predicted value (4 1 570 lb/in. for the bare 
frame plus 580 lb/in. for the post yield axial stiffness of the 
bracing 9 see Figure 3.6, giving a total of 5070 lb/in.). 
As had been anticipated 9 considerable difficulty was experienced 
at the start of the test on the braced frame in adjusting the bracing 
to take up the slack in the anchorages and to be "just tight" at the 
commencement of the racking test. After many attempts to overcome 
this problem a satisfactory technique was devised. This involved 
repeated tensioning and releasing of the bracing by means of the 
adjustment screw at the lower end 9 until readings across the Demac 
gauge points indicated that no further slip in the anchorage was 
occurring (confirmed by a linear increase in strain reading resulting 
from equal incremental rotations of the adjustment screw) and finally 
the screw was adjusted to the position at which strain readings 
taken across the Demac points indicated that the "just tight" 
condition existed. 
A subsequent static racking test on a pinned knee frame braced 
with one 0.25 in. diameter mild steel rod indicated that the elastic 
lateral stiffness was 16 9 700 lb/in. When the same frame was braced 
with two diagonally opposed 0.25 in. diameter mild steel rods 9 with 
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Fig. 3.9: STATIC SIDESWAY STIFFNESS TEST RIGID KNEE PORTAL BRACED 
WITH ONE 0.25 in.dia. M.S. ROD. g; 
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after the initial slack in the anchorages had bee~ removed 9 the load/ 
deflection curve shown in Figure 3.10 was determined experimentally. 
This confirmed the expected behaviour and 9 in particular 9 illustrated 
the increased stiffness conferred by the prestres~ed member 9 the 
return to the characteristics of a frame with a single brace when 
the second rod became just slack on losing its prestress and the 
onset of yield in the tensioned rod at a value of racking force 
consistent with the incremental load due to the racking being super-
imposed on the initial prestress in the rod. 
A static racking test on a pinned knee frame braced with two 
diagonally opposed 00205 in. diameter high tensile steel rods as 
well as two mild steel rods 9 all four rods being initially pre-
stressed, enabled the load/deflection curve shown in Figure 3.11 to 
be obtained. The initial stiffness of 55,000 lb/in. correlates 
well with the theoretical value (33,000 lb/in. plus 10,300 lb/in. 
for each of the two H.T.S. rods) 9 the stiffness of 10,700 lb/in. 
corresponds to the situation which only one (yielding) mild steel 
rod (of computed stiffness 580 lb/in.) and one high tensile steel 
rod (computed stiffness 10,300 lb/in.) are together resisting the 
sidesway 9 and the 600 lb/in. stiffness corresponds to the situation 
in which only one yielding mild steel rod remains active. Confirma-
tion that two of the rods went slack soon after point I on the curve, 
that the tensioned mild steel rod commenced yielding just above 
point I and had reached a fully yielding state and point II and that 
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Fig. 3.11: STATIC S/DESWAY STIFFNESS TEST. PINNED KNEE PORTAL BRACED WITH 
DIAGONALL>' OPPOSED PRESTRESSED 0.25 in.dia. MS. RODS AND PARALLEL 




provided by the Demac gauge readings which were undertaken throughout 
the test. These readings were found to be almost indispensable in 
interpreting the sequence of behaviour in this and similar tests. 
Several static racking tests involving reversed (cyclic) 
loading were subsequently undertaken on the pinned knee frame braced 
with four prestressed rods. Typical behaviour patterns are shown in 
Figure 3.12 and 3.13. In Figure 3.12, 3.5 cycles of loading were 
imposed. In cycle A the system retained its initial characteristics 
throughout. No rods completely lost their prestress nor did any 
yield; the constant stiffness of 55,000 lb/in. determined experiment-
ally correlating satisfactorily with the predicted value. In cycle 
B the initial prestress in the mild steel rod was eliminated at a 
sway of 0.05 in. and consequently this rod became slack; the high 
tensile steel rod followed this behaviour pattern at almost. the same 
value of sway and consequently the slope of the upper section of the 
cycle B curve (27- 9 000 lb/in.) represerits the situation in wbich the 
pinned knee frame is braced with the two tensioned rods acting alone. 
On removal and subsequent reversal of load the cycle B curve returns 
along lines of similar gradient, corresponding to the participation 
of either two or four bracing rods, producing an essentially bilinear 
trace. Since no yielding of the rods was evident it is concluded 
that the failure of the downward trace to superimpose on the upward 
one is primarily due to the inevitable slack in the pinned frame. 
This feature shows up again at the bottom of cycle B curve. 
Cycles C and D exhibited essentially trilinear characteristics. 
0.20 
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Fig. 3.12:STATIC SIDESWAY STIFFNESS TEST. 
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Fig. 3.13:STATIC SIDESWA Y STIFFNESS TEST. 
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The slopes corresp9nding to 55,000 lb/in. and 27,000 lb/in. stiffness-
es reflecting the participation of four and two·braces respectively, 
acting elastically, and the slopes of 10,500 lb/in. results from the 
yielding of the tensioned mild steel braces leaving one ~igh tensile 
steel rod to provide the majority of the sway resistance (combined 
computed stiffness of 10,880 lb/in.). The width of the C and D 
cycle curves can be accounted for primarily by the yielding of the 
tensioned mild steel bracing rods; this action provides the major 
part of the energy absorbing property of the system. 
After replacing the bracing members and reintroducing prestress 
into them by following the setting up procedure described earlier, 
4.5 cycles of loading were applied to the pinned knee frame with the 
result shown in Figure 3.13. Characteristic slope values of 
55,000 lb/in., 10,500 lb/in. and 27,000 lb/in. were again established 
and, as in the 3.5 cycle test, in each case these may be satisfactorily 
related to the state of participation and of stress of the bracing 
members. 
Static racking tests involving reversed (cyclic) loading or 
braced rigid knee frames were also carried out. Typical results are 
shown in Figures 3.14(a) and 3.14(b). A rigid knee frame was pre-
stressed with two pairs of diagonally opposed rods, as in the earlier 
tests on the pinned frame, and the results of the first two cycles of 
loading are presented in Figure 3.14(a). The slope of the first -
entirely elastic - cycle of 57,500 lb/in. correlates satisfactorily 
with the predicted value (53,600 lb/in. for the bracing plus 4,570 lb/in. 
for the bare frame) and the characteristic slopes of 12,000 lb/in. and 
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34 9 000 lb/in. exhibited by the second cycle of loading correspond to 
the situations in which the sidesway is resisted in the first case by 
a yielding frame and a yielding mild steel rod (580 lb/in.) acting in 
parallel with one high tensile ~teel rod (10,300 lb/in.) and in the 
second case by one mild steel rod and one high tensile steel rod 
together with the frame, all acting elastically (16,300 lb/in. plus 
10,300 lb/in. plus 4,570 lb/in.). Subsequent cyclic loading of this 
frame resulted in the curve presented in Figure 3.14(b) being obtained. 
In this case the very large deflections both made deflection measure-
ment difficult and resulted in almost continuously varying inelastic 
characteristics being determined, as distinct from phased inelastic 
behaviour. The essentially linear portions of the curve having 
slopes of 21,000 lb/in., 12,000 lb/in. and 300 lb/in. are difficult 
to relate satisfactorily to the calculated element stiffness values 
although the 12,000 lb/in. stiffness corresponds to the sidesway 
being resisted by one high tensile rod assisted by a yielding frame 
and a yielding mild steel rod. One high tensile rod fractured at 
the top of the loading cycle and the effect of this was to jar the 
whole rig and to necessitate the resetting of the dial gauges. 
Consequently some doubt exists in the relationships of the later 
readings to the earlier ones. 
Subsequent to the static reversed (cyclic) loading experiments, 
a series of braced frames were tested using the dynamic loading 
machine. Since this is basically a controlled displacement device, 
as distinct from a controlled load testing machine, it proved to be 
of only limited use in complementing the e~periments undertaken 
57° 
statically. Nevertheless its availability prompted a series of 
tests on both pinned and rigid knee frames braced with diagonally 
opposed pairs of rods. The machine was run at a constant speed 
throughout, to provide a connecting rod frequency of 2.2 c.p.s. 
which was selected to lie within the normally accepted range of 
earthquake induced vibration and the frames were subjected to cyclic 
displacements through a range of selected amplitudes. The normal 
test pattern involved increasing, and in some cases subsequently 
decreasing, the amplitudes by equal steps and recording the sidesway 
load/deflection characteristics on the X-Y plotter. 
Several typical recorded curves are presented in Figure 3.15. 
Curve (i) shows a single cycle of a test of a pinned knee portal 
braced with one 0.25 in. diameter mil~ steel rod in each direction. 
\ 
\ 
As a result of previous loading and con'1;iequent yielding of the 
bracing about 0.3 in. of slack exists on\each side of the initial 
\ 
undeflected position. Hence the rods only contribute stiffness in 
the extremities of the oscillation when an experimental value of 
stiffness corresponding satisfactorily to the calculated one was 
observed. Curves (ii) to (vii) in Figure 3.15 illustrate the effect 
of increasing the amplitude of movement applied by the test machine 
at a constant rate. The gradient of the top of each loop corresponds 
to the stiffness of the yielding mild steel brace and the essentially 
bilinear nature of the response of this system is once again apparent. 
In curve (viii) in Figure 3.15 the load/deflection loop corresponding 
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Fig.3.15: CYCLIC LOADING TEST USING 
-CONTROLLED DISPLACEMENT 
DYNAMIC TEST MACHINE ON 
PINNED KNEE PORTAL BRACED 
WITH TWO DIAGONALLY OPPOSED 





The result of four cycles of loading of a pinned khee frame, 
braced with one pair of 0o25 ino diameter mild steel rods and one 
pair of 00211 ino diameter high tensile steel rods, is shown in 
Figure 3o16o The loading machine was adjusted at a constant rate 
to give four loops of decreasing amplitude subsequent to the braced 
frame having been vibrated through displacements of considerably 
larger amplitudes. The characteristics of a stiffening system are 
apparent from the curves; the first gradient on .the rising section 
of each loop corresponds to the situation in which one 0.211 in. 
diameter high tensile steel brace acting alone supplies the sidesway 
stiffness (computed at 10,900 lb/in.) and the steeper slope is 
appropriate to the configuration in which one mild steel brace is 
also acting (the slack in the mild steel braces arising from previous 
yielding having been taken up in the first portion of the sway move-
ment). 
I 
The curve in Figure 3.17 was recorded during a cyclic loading 
test on a rigid knee frame braced with both mild steel and high 
tensile steel rods. A stiffening characteristic is once more 
evident. Again this is due to the participation at the extremities 
of the oscillatory movement of the previously yielded mild steel 
rods. The gradient across the major portion of the curve 
(15,800 lb/in.) correlates with the computed value of 10 9 900 lb/in. 
(for the high tensile steel rod) plus 4,570 lb/in. (for the bare 
frame). The steeply rising section of the loading cycle (slope 
32,000 lb/in.) compares satisfactorily with the predicted value made 
up of 10,900 lb/in. and 4,570 lb/in. plus 16,700 lb/in. for the 
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Fig. 3,17: CYCLIC LOADING TEST USING 
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tensioned mild steel brace. 
IIIo5 Comment on Cross Braced Panel Testing 
Points established as a result of the testing included the fact 
that 9 once a satisfactory technique had been developed, no real 
problem was encountered in ensuring that the bracing anchorages were 
secure or in introducing a chosen level of prestress into the braces. 
Another point worthy of recording was that in the testing undertaken 
in the static rig the readings made on the bracing rod Demac gauges 
proved to be of great assistance when the load/deflection curves 
were being interpreted. These readings were notably more reliable 
than those made using the wire resistance strain gauges, probably 
because of the problems arising from local flexing and yielding of 
the rods under the resistance strain gauges. 
The tests established that selected multiphase response may be 
achieved reliably in cross braced frames by the choice of suitable 
bracing and that, in particular, a significant variation in sidesway 
load/deflection characteristics may be obtained by the use of 
sacrificial members, possibly combined with initial prestress in some 
or all of the braces. It has been shown to be a practical possibi-
lity to produce a braced frame which is relatively stiff under small 
sidesway, which becomes more flexible at larger deflections and 
concurrently exhibits ductile properties, but which has a reserve of 
energy absorption capacity coupled with the ability to stiffen up 
again at near destructive levels of sidesway. 
C H A P T E R F O U R 
SEISMIC ANALYSES BY DIGITAL COMPUTER MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 
IV.1 Introduct±on 
The increasing availability of electronic digital computers 
throughout the last twenty years has prompted the solution of many 
previously intractable problems, one of which is the analysis of 
the response of structures to time varying ground disturbances 
resulting from earthquakes. Early attempts to apply digital 
computers to structural engineering problems almost invariably 
involved programming the previously well tried manual methods of 
~nalysis, whereas much more efficient computer orientated techniques ., 
were subsequently devised. To some extent this pattern was reflected 
in the particular application to seismic response calculations. The 
response spectra 9 normal mode 
ago in an attempt to simplify 
approach( 4?) was developed a generation 
(48 49 50 51) earthquake response analyses ' ' ' 
and initial applications of digital computers in earthquake engineering 
involved their use to determine response speetra( 52 ) and modal proper-
t . (6) ies • However digital computers have made the direct numerical 
integration of the equations of motion of multidegree of freedom 
system a practical proposition. This fact has prompted the use of 
a numerical integration approach to seismic analysis calculations, 
particularly to inelastic response calculations( 53 ,54 ) where the 
system is assumed to behave in a linear elastic manner during each 
640 
time increment used in the stepwise numerical integration process 
and the non linear behaviour is determined as the response of a 
sequence of successively differing systems. 
IV.2 Mathematical Modelling of Structural Frameworks 
The steps involved in mathematical modelling of a structure and 
the solution of the distribution of member forces and distortions 
resulting from a chosen applied load may be summarised as:-
(1) Idealisation of the structure to a system readily 
represented mathematically 
(2) Evaluation of the structural properties of the elements 
(3) Combination of the element characteristics to determine 
the properties of the qomplete system 
(4) Solution of the equations describing the load/distortion 
relationships of the complete system so determining the 
deformations (or forces) resulting from the applied 
loading 
(5) Calculation of the effects on individual members of the 
applied loading. 
In the case of plain frameworks step (1) consists of idealising 
the structure to a series of one dimensional elements 9 the properties 
of which are assumed to be concentrated along the centre-line axis. 
These elements are considered to be connected together at the joints 
or nodal points where the mass of the structure is assumed to be 
concentrated and where inter-element continuity is enforced. 
Step (2) involves the determination of stiffness (or flexibility) 
coefficients making use of the elastic properties of the element 
material and the geometric characteristics (length 9 area~ orienta-
tionL Typically Slope/Deflection relationships are invoked to 
determine element stiffness matrices [k] which consist of arrays 
of element stiffness values each being the force required to 
produce unit deformation for a particular degree of freedom( 55956 ) o 
These element stiffness characteristics may subsequently be 
combined to determine the stiffness of the complete framework by 
summing the stiffnesses of the ends of all members meeting at a 
joint (and making allowance for the carry-over effect to adjacent 
joints). In matrix algebra terms step (3) results in the calculation 
of a frame stiffness matrix [K] consisting of an array of stiffnesses 
each relating the force acting in the sense of a particular degree of 
freedom to the corresponding unit deformation. 
The equation relating the applied loading system (L} to the 
distortion of the whole structure [d} namely 
(L} = [K]. [d} 
may be solved in step (4) by inversion 9 iteration or relaxation 
techniques< 57 ). Once the distortion of the whole structure under 
the chosen loading has been established, in terms of deflections and 
rotations in the senses of the degrees of freedom originally 
selected, back substitution in the element stiffness relationships 
enables the individual member forces to be determin1do 
In matrix terms this step (5) may be expressed 
(F} = [k] o {d} 
where {F} is the column matrix of member forceso 
The inherent nature of the seismic analysis problem, involving 
time varying ground deformation, necessitates the inclusion of both 
mass parameters and some allowance for the energy absorbing capacity 
of the structural systemo The lumping of masses at the node points, 
as outlined in discussing step (1) above, is convenient and reasonably 
realistic for many civil engineering structures but it is not always 
possible to justify the frequently used representation of the energy 
dissipation by an equivalent viscous damping factoro Certainly the 
manipulation of the mathematical model so devised is relatively easy 
and, for small values of damping, the concept of equivalent viscous 
damping is of value( 5B) but in the study of the seismic response of 
certain structural systems, including water towers which have yielding 
braces equivalent viscous damping is an inadequate representation of 
the energy absorption< 59 ). Consideration of the actual load/ 
deflection properties of the structure is a necessary prerequisite 
to valid response predictions of such systems and the mathematical 
model must include provision for thiso 
IV.3 Determination of Elastic Dynamic Response of Multi-Mass 
Systems by Numerical Integration 
If consideration of deflections is limited to one degree of 
freedom only, the equation describing the dynamic equilibrium of a 
multi-mass system subjected to earthquake ground motion may be 
written 






is the diagonal matrix of the lumped masses 
is the equivalent viscous damping matrix 
is the lateral stiffness matrix of the system 
ioeo the section of the complete stiffness matrix 
appropriate to the degree of freedom considered. 
(x} is the column vector of the mass displacements in 
the sense of tqe degree of freedom considered, 
(measured relative to the base of the structure). 




} derivative with respect to time 
( 00} second derivative with respect to time. 
This equation may be solved by direct numerical integration 
using a step-by-step process. Several numerical integration 
processes may be used. Essentially all involve the calculation of 
values of disp+.acement, velocity and acceleration of the system at 
selected time intervals. The selection of an optimum integration 
step interval must take into account the particular method used as 
it significantly effects the stability of the process. 
Digital computer structural analysis techniques characteristically 
require substantial allocation of storage to that pa~t of the process 
which involves the mathematical modelling of the structure. This is 
68. 
particularly so in investigations of post-elastic behaviour and in 
many practical cases the computer size critically restricts the 
adequate representation of the system. Consequently, since the 
numerical analysis has to be treated as a peripheral problem to that 
of simulating the structural system it is desirable to use an 
integration·pr0cedure which involves small storage requirements 
provided that it is adequate for the analysis being undertaken. 
Primarily for this reason the numerical integration techniques based 
(60) 
on the work of Newmark are preferred to other methods such as • 
those of Kutta( 6 t) and Nordsieck( 62 ). 
A ' t' t' ( 63 ) f · 'bl ' t. f th n inves iga ion o various possi e varia ions o e 
Newmark linear variation in acceleration method was prompted by 
the necessity to use an IBM 360/44 computer which has a single 
precision 32 bit word length and operates in hexadecimal arithmetic 
and it was established that if the integration time step interval 
is sufficiently small and if sufficient significant figures are 
used in the calculations, the more involved techniques provide 
little practical advantage. Consequently the linear variation 
in accelerati9n method was used in this investigation. The 
assumption of linear acceleration variation enables two equations 
to be set up relating displacement and velocity at time t in 
terms of the acceleration at time t and the displacement, velocity 
and acceleration at time t-6t where At is a time interval. 
From Figure 4.1 
.. .. + At 1 X = xt-t.t 
wp.ere A is an integration constant. 
Integrating with re9pect to time, 
. 
B + 
.. t' + ½ At 12 X = xt-6 t 
where B is an integration constant 
at t' o, 0 . B = X = xt-t.t = 
Integrating again with respect to time, 
X = 0 j •• t I 2 .1 At ' 3 C + xt-6t t' + 2 xt-6t + 6 
where C is an integration constant 
at t' = X = = C 
Now at t' = t.t, •• x,_, = 
Therefore 
and A = 
Hence substituting for A, B and C and setting t' = t.t 
two equations are obtained, one for velocity 
= 
and the other for displacement 
= 




0 •• 4 ( 6) 
If these expressions are substituted into the original dynamic 
equilibrium equation 4(1) an expression for (x}t can be determined. 
Thus providing that the initial displacement and velocity are 
postulated and that correct stiffness and damping matrices are 
available, the numerical integration may be carried out. 
assumed that the system is initially at rest, 
If it is 
(x} = (x} = 0 
0 0 
and the initial acceleration of the system is then equal to the 
initial exciting accelerationo 
The appropriate stiffness matrix may be derived from the 
overall stiffness matrix [K] which can be assembled by the 
standard direct stiffness method. 
In the mathematical modelling of the elastic system the damping 
is usually assumed to be of viscous form and the damping matrioc; ; .. 
[C] may be set up by assuming two sets of dampers, one associated 
with the springs and the other with the masses. 
[CJ= c [M] r + c [K] g 
where c and c are damping coefficients. r g 
It may be shown(G4) that 
(c W 2 + C) 
g n r n = 




where C is the ratio of actual to critical damping in mode n 
n 
and w is the natural frequency of node no n This equation 
involves only the natural frequency and consequently the damping 
710 
coefficients and proportion of critical damping in each mode are 
directly related. The two coefficients may be adjusted until a 
reasonable value is obtained for the damping in each of two modes, 
in seismic analysis normally the lowest two, providing that the 
modal frequencies are known. Thus the establishement of the 
damping matrix requires the prior determination of the modal 
frequencies. This may be readily undertaken using the system 
stiffness properties previously discussed in the following manner. 
Combining the elastic relation between applied loads (L} and 
distortions (d} 
Leo (L} = [K] • {d} 
with the harmonic condition 
0004(10) 
and substituting in the dynamic equilibrium equation 
{ L} = =[ M J ( d} 0004(11) 
the expression 
[M] ••• 4(12) 
may be obtained. 
An iterative solution( 65 ) of this equation will yield the higher 
mode characteristics first whereas the lower mode properties are 
of much greater significance in seismic analysis since almost all of 
the total structural response is contained in the lowest three 
normal modes. 
720 
Consequently the last expression is usually rearranged to 
give 
7 o [d} = [K]LAT- 1 o [M] o [d} 0004(13) 
wn 
and an iterative solution of this will yield the fundamental mode 
properties first, followed by the higher mode characteristics in 
ascending ordero 
In summary then, after the structure has been idealised the 
analysis procedure described above initially involves the evaluation 
of the stiffness properties of the system, followed by a modal 
analysiso The damping characteristics are then determined and, 
together with the stiffness properties, are used in the numerical 
integration procedure to determine the elastic dynamic response to 
the earthquake disturbance. 
is presented in Chapter Six. 
A numerical example of this procedure 
IVo4 Equations of Motion of A Yielding System 
In the subsequent analyses of cross braced frames having 
yielding members it is assumed that, under seismic loading, the 
vertical and rotational inertia forces are negligible so that only 
the horizontal inertia forces are considered. 
The equation of dynamic equilibrium of a multimass viscously 
damped, elastic system subjected to external excitation viz; 
[M] o {x} + [C] o (x} + [K]LAT o [x} = -[M] o x g 0004(14) 
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is actually nonlinear in the case of yielding systems because the 
stiffness is dependent on the magnitude of the response. However 
when it is assumed that the restoring force remains linear over 
a short step interval At then 
[M] o [Ai}+ [C] o [Ax} + [K]LAT o (Ax} = -[M]o Aig 
represents the set of linear equations which may be solved by 
numerical integration techniques. 
Then, from equation 4(6), 
At 2 At 2 
{Ax} = At,o {x}t=At + 3 Q (x}t-At +TO (x°}t 
= At • { x} t-A t 
At2 
[x} t-At 
At2 (Ax} +- 0 +6 0 2 
and, from equation 4(5) 9 
[Ax} At {°'} At [x} t = 2 ° X t-At + ~ 0 2 
= At o {5c} t-At + A2t o [Ax} 
Solving equation 4(16) for {Ax} gives 
{Ax} 6 {Ax} 6 (x} t-At - 3 0 [x}t-At = 
At2 
0 = 1it 0 









and substituting in equation 4(17) for (Ax} gives 
= [t o [Lh}+ [B} 0004(20) 
where 
{ B} { o } At { . •} = = 3 ° X t-At = 2 X t=At 0004(21) 
These expressions for (Ax} and [Ax} may be substituted in 
equation 4(15) to give a matrix equation which may be solved for 
(Ax} 
ioeo [K*] 0 (Ax} = [AR} 0004(22) 
where [K*] ::;: 
[A!2 
0 [M] + t;_ o [C] + [K\AT ] 0004(23) 
and [AR} = = {tixg o [M] + [M] o [A}+ [CJ o (B}} 
0004(24) 
The numerical process used involves initialising the values of 
the relative velocity and displacement vectors to zero 9 ~ssuming the 
system is initially at rest. Then 
{x} = = x o [1} 
0 g 
0004(25) 
and the following steps are executed repeatedly 
75° 
{A} 
6 • (x} - 3 • [x} = 6t 
{B} ;:: = 3 0 (x} - il {x} 2 
{t.R} = ={ t.xg o [M] + [M] o [A} + [C] o [B}} 
[K*] = 
[t.!2 ° [M] + ft • [ C] + [ K] LAT] 
[t.x} = [K*r1 o [ t.R} 
[x} = [ x} + [t.x} 
[x} = (x} .2, + L\t • (t.x} + (B} 
(x} (x} + 6 (x} + [A} = 
t.t2 
The matrix [K*] is set up on the first pass and is used 
repeatedly until the later~l stiffness of the system changes when 
it is modified to allow for yielding or fractured members. 
IV.5 Mathematical Model of an Elevated Water Tank 
For the purpose of seismic response calculation an elevated 
water tank supported on a braced framework can be modelled 
(see Figure 4.2) as a two mass system (representing the convective 
and impulsive effects of the water as described in Chapter Two, 
the mass being the convective mass, m 
0 
the impulsive mass 
and m the mass of the tank structure), carried on an idealised 
s 
frame of members whose own mass is lumped at the beam positions 
The system shown, in which the 
elevation of the tower has three braced panels, then becomes one of 
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_Fig.4~1-LINEAR ACCELERATION VARIATION 
Fig 4.2 -IDEALISED THREE PANEL 
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connected by links which are essentially elastic but which, in the 
case of the panel links, have stiffnesses which vary with lateral 
displacement as the bracing members slacken, yield or fracture. 
Equations representing this system may be set up and solved 
by numerical integration techniques as described earlier in this 
chapter, using digitised ground accelerations as the excitation, 
and the displacement response of the structure to earthquakes may 
thus be determinedo 
C H A P T E R F I V E 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED IN THE ANALYSES OF CROSS BRACED FRAMES 
V.1 Stiffness Matrix Assembly Program 
The determination of the frame stiffness matrices apprQpriate to 
the cross braced towers examined was undertaken using the 1 2-D 
Structure' program lodged in the University of Canterbury Civil 
Engineering Department's computer program library. This program 
enables the joint displacements and element forces in any two 
dimensional structure composed of an arbitrary assemblage of one and 
two dimensional elements to be calculatedo The stiffness matrix 
[K] is assembled using the Direct Stiffness Method( 66 ) and the 






is the matrix of pivots 
is the lower triangular matrix of multipliers. 
The solution for the displacements then follows a two step 
operation( 6?) 9 first the forward reduction of the applied load 
vector (L} to give the vector (y} 
[Q] o [D] o (y} = (L} 
followed by the back substitution for the displacement [d} 
T [Q] o [d} = (y} 
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The particular application of this program to the calculation 
of a frame stiffness matrix involves the determination of the 
deformations occurring when unit actions are applied at the node 
points. A listing of the program, together with typical output 
and details of the frame analysed, is presented in Appendix IV, 
section LP 1. 
V.2 Normal Mode Properties Program 
The normal mode properties of the structures studied were 
established using the Civil Engineering Department's computer 
library program 'Normal Mode Properties from FLAT, • This program 
enables the eigenvalue, eigenvector analysis to be undertaken by an 
iterative technique(i~ using the lateral flexibility and mass 
properties as input and in addition to calculating the normal mode 
frequencies and displaced shapes, also computes the 1 g displace-
ments and subsequently the maximum seismic displacements and inter 
storey shears (assuming the structure to remain fully elastic) 
. (68) 
resulting from the application of the Skinner response spectrum • 
In the application of this program to the study of braced 
frameworks the primary use was to determine the characteristic mode 
frequencies. A listing of the program, together with typical output 
is presented in Appendix IV, section LP 2. 
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Vo3 Damping Matrix Formulation Program 
Damping coefficients and damping matrices used in subsequent 
analyses were calculated using the library program 'DAMPING MATRIX'. 
Based on the application of equation 4(8) (section IV.3) this program 
enables the damping characteristics of a multimass system to be 
determined in such a manner that the fractions of critical damping 
in the first two modes are set at specified valueso 
program is presented in Appendix IV; section LP 2A. 
Vo4 Matrix Inversion Program 
A list of the 
Since the normal mode properties program requires as input 
the appropriate lateral flexibility matrix and the stiffness matrix 
assembly program which was used enabled determination of the lateral 
stiffness matrix of those frames examined, it was necessary to 
undertake inversion of some matrices in the course of the analysis 
procedure adopted. A simple matrix inversion program, based on the 
Gauss-Jordan elimination technique was used and is listed in 
Appendix IV, section LP 3. 
Vo5 Dynamic Elastic Response Program 
In order to determine the elastic seismic response for 
purposes of partially verifying the functioning of the main program 
used in cross braced frame analysis which is described subsequently 
the elastic response analysis program ELRES lodged in the Civil 
Engineering Department's computer library was used. 
Developed by Walpole~ 69 ) this program uses a numerical integra-
tion procedure baseq,on the Newmark constant linear acceleration 
method applied to equation 4(1) to calculate the elastic response of 
a multi-mass system to Berg format earthquake records. Input 
includes details of the discrete masses, the lateral stiffness matrix 9 
the damping matrix, the selected time step for the integration pro-
cess and the digitised earthquake record. The output is in the 
form of a table presenting the displacements of each mass at each 
time step and a summary of the maximum displacement undergone by 
each mass and the time at which this occurs. A listing of the 
program 9 together with typical output is presented in Appendix IV, 
section LP 4. 
V.6 Cross Braced Frame Dynamic Analysis Program (XBFRME) 
The seismic response of an elevated water tank, supported on 
cross braced towers having bracing with prestressed and yielding 
characteristics, was calculated using a specially written digital 
computer program XBFRME. This program consists of a series of 
subprograms and subroutines, each of which is described separately 
below. A complete listing of XBFRME is presented in LIST 4. 
V.6 (i) KLAT 
The first main sub-section of XBFRME consists of a frame 
lateral matrix assembly program in which particular provision is 
made for the characteristics of the cross bracing members. A flow 
chart for KLAT is presented in Figure 5.1 and a listing of a stand-
alone version is given in LIST 3. 
After setting up arrays and initialising vectors, the program 







1--------- COMPLETE KLA T 
TK•FK+BRACING K I 




iFOR SINGiE STOREYi i 
L __ _:._x~r~_ - - J I 
t I 
r-----. I 
.: PRINT: I 
• I F,X I ' I '"--r" . : 
------fil!Do,--...J 
members in a loop which causes the bracing details to be read, the 
stiffnesses to be computed and the positions of the frame correspond-
ing to the various prestressed members just becoming slack to be 
calculated. 
After reading in the deflected shape of the frame a check is 
made on each bracing member to determine whether, in the case of 
the mild steel braces, slackness or yielding has been induced or, in 
the case of the high tensile steel members, slackness or fracture 
has been caused. If a mild steel rod has yielded an appropriate 
adjustment to the effective elastic range of the rod, as defined by 
the overall frame position, is made. In each case the appropriate 
stiffness value is selected for each rod, according to its load 
state, and the history indicator is set. 
The total stiffness matrix for the braced frame is formed 
from the initially read bare frame stiffness, and the bracing rod 
contributions are determined in this KLAT program. New deflections 
are read in and the check cycle is repeated to establish whether 
the new positions of the frame induce slackness, yielding or fractureo 
When necessary the total frame stiffness is recomputed and the 
history records are updated. The reading of new deflections is 
then repeated as after as required and the cycle continued. 
For purposes of checking out the validity of the KLAT program 
an extra instruction, requiring the computation of the sidesway 
force corresponding to the input sidesway distortion, was added to 
the program and the values of both force and deflection were printed 



















. SU9PROGUM KUT 




REAL*4 MSlPYXllOI RS 
REAL*4 •S2PYKllOI RS 
Dl•El'-lSICN AMSlK 1101.AMS2K 1101,FMSlKllO 1,FMS2Kll01, OSlPllC 1.AMS2RS 
lPI 10 I ·••SlYI 101 .AMS2Y 1101, ••s100110 l,AMS2CO 1101 .AMSlDYI 10 I• •~S20Y(RS 
210 I ,A,SlONllOI, AMS20NllOl ,HMSll 10l,~MS21101,HTSlKI 101,HTS2Kll01,HTRS 
3S lPI 101,HTS2PI 101,HTSlDOI 10 I ,HTS2DOI 101,HTSlUI l01,HTS2UI lC I ,~HTSl IRS 
4\C I ,HHTSZ 110) ,HTF I 101 ,HTSlOUl 101 ,HTSZCUUO) ,FK( 10, 10 I, TK( 10, lC), STRS 
50RlcYI 101,ANGLEI 101 ,111101,AOJI 101,FI 101,FHTS1Kll01,FHTS2KI 101, RS 
6P111101 RS 
INTEGER HMSl, H.-sz. HHTSl, t4HTS2, NS, STOREl, HTF RS 
REAC15,100I NS RS 
FCR•ATllOl51 RS 
HISTO~Y CCOE 1 •,SLACK, 2 • ELASTIC, 
ISITIALISE HISTCRY CONDITIONS 
00 l l•l,NS 
Hf'Sl( ll•2 
H"'S2t I )•2 
HHTS1U)•2 
HHTS2 ll )•2 
HTF ( l l •2222 
INITIALISE KNOWN VECTO~S 
00 2 1•1,NS 
XCl)•O• 
PX (I I •O.O 
Alll~lON (II •0• 
.11. .. s20~1 n-o. 
DC 2 J•l,NS 






















lo(l':40 LATJ:RAL FQA'4E STIFF~ESS fllATRIX lKILAT '( FOR U~BRACEC FRjME IRS 
ZJO =~:~!~,i~g:o!!~KC~,J). L•l,~Sl,J•l,NS) 
MQITEt6,2ou 
201 FCR!"'ATllHl.55t,2l~l~PUT CATA ECHO Ct-ECK/'5bX,21UH-11 /// 
llOX,3QHUN8RACEO FRAf'E LJTERAL STIFFr-.ess MATRIX/) 
WR t TE I0.202) I ( FK IL ,J) ,L•l ,~S) ,J•l.r-.S I 
2~2 FGRP,,ATl'50X,Fl2eb) 
RF.AO ~RACING DETAILS ANO CC.PLTE BR•CEO FRAME STIFFSESS 
00 3 l•l,NS 
B•ACING MILD STEEL ONE I ACTTQM LEFT Tn TOP RIGHTI 
R•ACING MILD STEEL TWO ( TCP LEFT TO BOTTOM RIGHT) 
REAO(t;,200) A,ZL,A~SlP( 1) ,A,-SlYC 1 ),P,,SlPYK.( I) ,ANG 1 EIWIS 
WRITElb,2031 
2C'3 .FCRP'ATl1Hl,b0,C,15HBRACING DETAILS/) 
W?l TE ( b 1 200J A ,ZL 1 Af'S1PI J J ,AHSl Y( t) ,.Jll'SlPYKl 1) ,ANG, EMS 
A~l;•ANG•3.14\ 592b/l80e 
AP'SlK I l 1•El'IS•A/ZL•COS C ANG ••cos, ANG l 
READ( 5 ,21)0) A, ZL,AMS2P( I) ,AMS2Y( I), .,S2PYK ( J J, ING, EHS 





































AMS2KI I l•EMS•A/ ZL•COSIANGI •COS! ANGI 
BRACING HIGH TENSILE STEEL ONE I 9CTTOM LEFT 
BRACING HIGH TENSILE STEEL TWC l TCP LEFT TO 
READ( 5,2001 A,ZL,HTSlP( 11 ,HTSlU( 1) ,ANG,EHT 
WRITE 16,2001 A,ZL,HTSlPI 11,HTSlUI 11,ANG,EHT 
ANG•A~G•3• 1415926/180. 
HTSlKI I I •EHT•AIZL•CCS I ANGI •COSI ANG I 
READ( 5,200) A, ZL,HTS2P( Jl ,t4TS2U( 1), J."NG,EHT 
WRITE (6,200) A1 ZL ,t4TS2P l I) 11 1-!TSZU( 11, ANG, EHT 
ANG•ANG•3• 1415926/180. 
HlS2K 11 J•EHT*A/ ZL·•ccs (ANG) •COS( ANG) 
ADJUST FOR LOSS OF .PRESTRESS CR FOR YIELOING 
A•SlOOll l•-AMSlPI I 1/AMSlKI 11 
A•S20011 I •+A•SZPI 11/AMSZK 111 
HTSlOOI 11 •-HTSlPI 11 /HTSlKI 11 
HTSZOOl I I •+HTSZPI I 1 /HTS2KI 11 
A~SlONI I l•AMSlDOl 11 
A•S20NI I l•AHS2D011 I 
FMSlKIIJ-AMSlKI II 
F•S2K 111 =4"S2KI II 
FHTSlKI ll•HTSlKIII 
FHTS2K CJ l •HTSZK ( l) 
CCNT[SUE 




























ACJ\..ST FOR LOSS OF PRESTRESS CR FOR YJELOING IN M.S. IF NECE~SAPY RS 
AOJ~ST FOR LOSS Of PRESTRESS CF FOR FRACT~RE IN H.r.s. CITTC RS 
S.,.J.Y OF TOP OF RRACEO PANEL TC RIGHT RELATIVE TO BASE RS 
IS POSITIVE X RS 
THE lNTERSTOREV O~IFT ECUALS X(II •HNUS X{J-1) RS 
MILO STEEL BRACING CNE 
FIRST, LOS~ OF PR~STRESS cue TO 8R4CING GCING SLACK 
7 REACCS,2001 (X(ll,I•l,NS) 
DC 5 l=-1,NS 
XIO•XI 1-11 
IFII.EQ.lJXIP•O 
AfilSlKll l•FfllS.lKl t> 
HeSll 11•2 
Rz..: I I J -XI C-A.,.SlCN 11 J 
!FIRoGE.O.O) GO TO 10 
hp,tSlKll l•O.O 
H"'Slt l J~l 
10 Cr:'NTINUE 
SECCNC CUERY IF YIELD HAS TAK.EN PLACE 
Ap,iS}OY (1} • (A"1Sl YI 1 ,,FMSlK l I))+ ll'ISlC~l l l 
C•XII 1-XIC-AMSlOYII I 
!FIC.LT.0.01 GO TC 20 
.-slKI I l••SlPYKI 11 
H""S11 t 1•3 
.FCLLOMING YIELD AOJUST,-E~T OF ELASTIC RANGE PCSITION Nl:CESS,t,R._, 
AtJ 11 I •XI Il-Xl0·4"SlOYI I I 
AJi'SlDf\( l l•AMSlONI ll+AOJI I I 
20 CCNTI NUE 
WQ 1 TE tb,3001 Afll'SlK( l) 
3CO FORl"AT nox,G 10.31 
MILD STEEL f\RACING TWO 
._S2KII l•FMS2KI II 
HaS2111•2 



















































HIGH TE .. SILE STEEL BRACING CNE 
IF(~HTSlllloGT.31 GC TO 60 
HTSll<,I 1 l=FliTSlKI I I 
HHTS1111=2 
BRB•XIII-XIO-HTS1001II 






IFICCC.LE.0.01 GO TC 60 
HTSlK 11,,,;o.o 
HHTSl 111=4 
b~ CCNTI NIJE 
W~ITEl6,300JHTS1Klll 
HIGH TENSILE STEEL BRACING TWC 
IF(HHTS2111oGTo3l GO TO 80 
HTS2Klll•FHTS2Klll 
HHTS2 II I =2 
BBRB•Xlll-XIO-HTS2DOIII 











FCRI' TCTAL STIFF~ESS MATRIX 
DC 4 L•l,NS 
DC 4 .J•l,NS 
4 TKIL,Jl•FKIL,JI 
TK11,ll•TK11,ll+A"S1Klll+AMS2Klll+HTS1Klll+HTS2Klll 
lF(~s.e~.11 GG TO 5 


































































WR !TE (6,2001 TK 





WRITE 16,2041 I FIi 1, 1•1,NS 1, IX I I I, l•l,NSI, IHTF I 11, l•l,,.S1 
GO TO 7 . . 
ENC 













model analysis undertaken using KLAT to be compared directly with 
the experiments conducted on the single bay braced frames which are 
reported in Chapter Three. 
V.6 (ii) Results of validity check on KLAT 
A comparison of the results determined using KLAT with those 
obtained in a static sidesway stiffness test on a pinned knee frame 
braced with pairs of diagonally opposed prestressed mild steel and 
high tensile steel rods is presented in Figure 5.20 To assist 
identification the curves were deliberately separated by setting 
the yield level of the mild steel rods 200 lbs lower, in the 
mathematical analysis, than the true value. This effect is• 
cumulative so that the traces tend to diverge as the loading cycle 
progresses but it is evident that the mathematical model adequately 
describes the cross braced framework, particularly in the increasing-
load sections of the curves. The slackness which was evident in the 
experimental frame testing is difficult to represent in the mathemat-
ical model and the fact that this is not allowed for in the program 
accounts for the divergence in the curves on the decreasing-load 
sections of the cycles. Nevertheless the similarity in the shapes 
and in particular the slopes, serves to verify the use of the model 
set up in KLAT as a reasonable representation of the cross braced 
frame tested. 
Some limitations of the mathematical model were examined and 
the results are presented diagrammatically in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. 
In analysing the rigid knee braced frame (Figure 5.3) the full curve 





























fig. 5.2 : COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL 
SIDESWAY STIFFNESS TEST WITH 
RESULTS OF COMPUTER MATHEMATICAL 
MODEL ANALYSIS. PINNED KNEE FRAME 
BRACED WITH DIAGONALLY OPPOSED 
PRESTRESSED 0.25in.dia.M.S.RODS & 
PARALLEL DIAGONALLY OPPOSED 0.205 
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flg_. 5.3 : COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL 
SIDESWAY STIFFNESS TEST WITH 
RESULTS OF COMPUTER MATHEMATICAL 
MODEL ANALYSIS. RIGID KNEE PORTAL 
BRACED WITH DIAGONALLY OPPOSED 
PRESTRESSED 0.25 in.dia.M.S. RODS & 
PARALLEL DIAGONALLY OPPOSED 0.205 
in. dia. H.T.S. RODS. 
co 
00 
was obtained using a reduced yield level (to separate the curve from 
the experimental one) and a displacement step interval of 0.03 inch. 
The curve denoted by crosses was obtained using identical data but 
with a displacement step interval of 0.01 inch. The effect of the 
step interval being large is to increase the apparent load on the 
system along those sections of th~ curve where the stiffness is in 
fact falling off, since the curve is built up progressively by 
projecting across the step interval at a gradient defined by the 
last value of stiffness. It was not expected that the displacement 
step interval would be large enough to cause significant errors in 
the dynamic analysis since the magnitude of the displacement increment 
is limited by the small integration time step but the result of this 
preliminary investigation emphasised the need to avoid large step 
intervals. 
The comparison of results obtained in another of the experimental 
sidesway stiffness tests described in Chapter Three with those obtained 
using the KLAT program drew attention to another limitation of the 
mathematical model. As is shown in Figure 5.4, the model does not 
adequately represent the braced frame beyond about o.8 in. sidesway. 
This is undoubtedly because the assumption of a constant post yield 
stiffness for the remaining active bracing rod becomes invalid at 
this level of sidesway. Provision could have been made in- the 
program for suitable modification of the element stiffness values at 
this order of deflection but since it was felt that inter-storey 
sways of this proportion were generally unacceptable for reasons of 
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Fig.5.4 : COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL 
SIDESWAY STIFFNESS TEST WITH 
RESULTS OF COMPUTER MATHEMATICAL 
MODEL ANALYSIS. RIGID KNEE PORTAL 
BRACED WITH DIAGONALLY OPPOSED 
PRESTRESSED 0.25in.dia. M.S. RODS & 
PARALLEL DIAGONALLY OPPOSED 0.205 
in. dia. H.T.S. RODS. 
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appropriate modification to the program was not considered necessary 
although this upper limit to the validity of the mathematical model 
clearly existso 
V.6 (iii) Main program XBFRME 
A flow chart for program XBFRME is presented in Figure 5.2 and 
a complete listing is given in LIST 4. 
In writing this program considerable effort was expended in 
an attempt to make it easy to follow, specifically by the generous 
use of comment cards, but an outline of the main features is 
included in the following stages of this section of this thesis. 
After setting the DIMENSIONS and specifying DOUBLE PRECISION 
for the variables occurring in the numerical integration portion 
a control card, which also contains the damping coefficients, is 
read. Next, details of the mass and stiffness of the unbraced 
tower are read. After computation of the damping matrix the 
program essentially duplicates KLAT (LIST 3) until the lateral 
stiffness matrix of the braced frame has been determined. 
The subsequent section contains the numerical integration 
process which is based on the solution of equation 4(15) by the 
stepwise process presented at the end of section IV.4. Provision 
is made for diversion past unnecessary steps in the solution process 
where these are avoidable, specifically by checking whether the 
stiffness has changed since the previous cycle and acting accordingly. 
The final section of the main program XBFRME enables both written 
and punched card output to be produced, the selection being made by 
}Nlr/ALISAT/ON 
READ 
MASS AND DAMPING 
PROPERTIES 









I SUBPROGRAM KLAT J 
SET UP 
/NTEGRA TION PROCESS 
/AA) =-B*(VELJ DT-3*/ACCJ SUBROUTINE 
ROBERG 
TIME,OXEDD 













U(I):A(J)+(TIME-T(JJ)-k T(J J-T(J+I) 
OXEDD = (U(I )-U(I-1 !)*388,4 
SET UP(SK) 
(SK)= /K)+3*(DM J/DT+B*IM) /oT 2 
ISKJ:(SKF' 
(AX):(SK)AfDR) 
X(I) =X(I )+AX(I J 
(VELJ=IVELJ +3*(AX)/DT + (BB) 
(ACC)=(ACC)+B*IAX J/DT 2+ (AA J 
--1 ,--- ----, 
SOLVE FOR , 
: MEMBER LOADS : 
L _l!!!D_ STA_I~ _ _J 
.---I ___ 7 
I PRINT 1 
I MEMBER LOADS>---- - ---'>- - -- -i AND STAT_:~ j 
I -L __ ..-

































•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 
• PRCGRAI' XBFRME • 
• • • • . 
• • 
• 
THIS PRCGRAM EXECUTES THE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF 
SEISMICALLY LCACEC CROSS eR~CEO FRAl'EWDRKS ev 
NUl'ER!CAL INTEGRATICN CF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
• • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 
RS 
GENERAL EQUATION FORM RS 
• 
(l')IDXOOl+ICl(OXCl+(Kl(CXl•-(MIOXEOO 
-'!ERE M • MASS 
CXCO • DELTA X CCUBLE COT 
C • OAl'PING 
K • STIFFNESS 
0~ • X OCT 
OXECO • DELTA GRCUNC ACCELERATICN 
X,XD,XOO DESCRIBE l'CTION RELATIVE TC GROUND 












REAL*4 l'SlPYKllOI RS 
REAL*4 l'S2PYKl101 RS 





5Sl P 1101,HTS2P( 10 I ,HTS l 00110 I, HS2CO ( lC 1, HTS lU C 10 I, HTS2U II lC I ,,11TSll RS 
61Cl,HHTS21101,HTS10U(l01,HTS2CU(l01,FKl10,101,STOREYl1Cl,F(lCI, RS 
7A~GLE(lOl,FHTSlK(lryl,FHTS2KllCl,PX(l01,PHTF(1COl,AOJ2(101,TACJlllORS 
81, T •UJ2110 I, XPl 11CCOl ,XP2 ( lCOC l, XP3 llCCG I RS 
oc~eLE PRECISICN OT,OR,VEL.ACC,CB,C~,Z~,SK,AX,AA,8B,O RS 
J~TEGER H~Sl, H~S2, HHTSl, ~HTS2, N~, STOREY, HTF RS 







2Cl FCR•AT(lHl,55X,21H1NPUT CAT• ECHO C,ECK/56X,21(1H-I///I 
























DO 209 l•l ,NM 
209 Z~ltl•Wlll/38b.4 
C REAC LATERAL FRAME STIFFNESS l'ATRIX (KILAT I FCR UNBRACEC FRAMF 




225 FOR•AT('0',30X,39HUNBRACED FRAME LATERAL STIFFNESS MATRIX/I 
WRITE(b,2291 ((FK(L,Jl,L•l,NMl,J•l,••1 
229 FOR~AT(50X,El2.61 
C COMPUTE DAMPING MATRIX 
DO 231 l•l ,NM 
D•I 1, l l•CR•ZM( 11 




232 FOR~ATl 1 0',30X,'0A~PING ~ATRlX'/J 
WRITE [6,229) < ( Ofllt I ,JI I, JI =l, "" l, I =l ,"'1"1 J 
C 
C DETER~INATION CF BRACED FRAl'E ST!FF~ESS C~ARACTERIST!CS 
C HISTORY CODE l • SLACK, 2 = ELASTIC, 3 • VIELC!NG, 4 • BROKE• 
C INITIALISE HISTCRY CONDITIC~S 
DC l l•l,NM 





C INITIALISE KNOw• VECTORS 




AeSZON ( 11 •0o 








C REAC eRACl~G DETAILS ANC CCl'PUTE BRACEC FRAl'E STIFFNESS 
C 
00 3 l•l,N"' 
C BRACING MILO STEEL CNE ( ecTTrM LEFT TC TOP RIGHT) 
C BSAC!NG MILO STEEL TWO ( TCP LEFT TO BCTTO• RIGHT! 
REAC(S,220) A,ZL,A~SlPltl,A~SlY(l),~SlPYK(I),ANG,fMS 
WRITE(6,2331 
233 FCRl'AT(lHl,bOX,15HeRACING DETAILS/I 
WRITEl6,220) A,ZL,A,.SlP(IJ,A .. SlYll),,.SlPYKll),ANG,EMS 





A1'S2K(ll•EMS•A/ZL • CCS(ANGl•COSIANGl 






























































C 8RACING HIGH TENSILE STEEL TWC I TCP LEFT TO BOTTOM RIGHT I RS 
REA015,220I A,ZL,HTSlPlll,HTSlUlll,ANG,EHT RS 
WAITE16,2201 A,ZL,HTSlPlll,HTSlUIIl,ANG,EHT RS 
A~G•ANG•3.1415926/lBOo ' RS 
HTSlKlll•EHT•AIZL•COSIANGl•CCSIANGI RS 
REAC15,2201 A,ZL,HTS2Plll,HTS2Ulll,ANG,EHT RS 
WRITEll>,2201 A,ZL,HTS2PI I l,HTS2UI 11,ANG,EHT RS 
ANG•ANG•3ol415926/l80o RS 
HTS2Klll•EHT*A/ZL•CC$1ANGl•CCSIANGI RS 











3 CCNll ~LE RS 
C RS 
C INITIALISE INTEGRATION PRCCESS RS 
C RS 
IFIDToECoOol DT•lo0/256.0 RS 
DC235 1•1,NM RS 
DRlll•O• RS 
Xlll•O• RS 
YELi II •O• RS 
235 ACClll•O• RS 
C RS 
C ACJLST FOR LOSS CF PRESTRESS CQ FOR YIELCING IN M•S • IF NECE!SARY RS 
C ACJLST FOR LOSS OF PRESTRESS CF FCR FRACTURE IN H.T.S. DITTC RS 
C SWAY CF TCP OF BRACED PANEL TC QIGHT RELATIVE TO BASE RS 
C IS POSITIVE X RS 
C THE INTERSTOREY DRIFT ECUALS XIII •INUS Xll-11 RS 
C RS 
C •ILD STEEL BRACING ONE RS 
C FIRST, LOSS CF PRESTRESS CUf TO BRACING GrING SLACK RS 
240 DC 5 Jal,N~ RS 
XIO•Xll-11 RS 




IFIB.GE.0.01 GC TC 10 RS 
A•SlKlll•O • O RS 
tt•Sllll•l RS 
10 ·ccNTINLE AS 
· C SECCNO CUERY IF YIELD HAS TAKEN PLACE RS 
A•SlDYI ll•IAMSlYI I IIF•SlKI II l •A•SlCNI II RS 
C•XIII-XIC-A•SlCYIII RS 
IFIC.LT.,.01 GO TC 20 •S 
A•SlKlll••SlPYKIII RS 
tt•Slll1•3 RS 
C FCLLOWJNG YIELD ACJUST•ENT CF ELASTIC RANGE PCSITION NECESSARY RS 
ADJllll•XIII-XIC-A•SlOYIII AS 
A•SlONI I l•AMSlD~I I l+AOJll I I RS 
TAOJllll•TADJllll+AOJllll RS 
20 CONTINUE 
C HILD STEEL BRACING TWO 
A~S2Klll•F'°S2KIII 
H'°S21Il 1•2 
.GG•X I I I-XIO-A'°S2DNI [I 





CC•Xlll-XIO-A .. S20YIII 







C HIGH TENSILE STEEL eRACING CNE 










IFICCC.LE • OoOI GO TC 60 
HTSlKlll•O.O 
HHTSl II I •4 
60 CCNTI ~LE 
C HIGH TENSILE STEEL eRACING TWC 




IF(eBBBolE • O• OI GC TO 70 
HTS2Klll•O.O 
HHTS21 ll•l 
70 CCNTI ~ue 
HTS20Ulll•l-HTS2Ulll/FHTS2Kllll+HTS2DOIII 
CCCC•Xlll-XIO-HTS2CUlll 
IF(CCCC.GE.0.01 GG TO 80 
HTS2KI I l•O.O 
HHTS2 II I •4 
80 CONTI N~E 
C 
C FCR• TCTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C 
DO 4 L•ll ,~fl' 
DC If Jsl,N~ 
4 TK(l 1 J)~FKlL,J) 
TK(l,ll•TK(l,l)+Afl'SlK(l)•~f11S2~ll)+~TSlK(ll+HTS2Klll 
IFl~M.E0.ll GC TO 5 
OC Cl L•2 ,NM 
AK•A•SlKILl+A .. S2K(Ll+HTSlKILl+HTS2KlLI 
TK(l-l,L-ll•TK(l-1,L-l)+AK 
TKIL-l,Ll•TKIL-1,LI-AK 


































































C l~TEGRATICN PROCESS 
C 
C StT UP VECTOR A OF INTEGR•TIC~ PROCESS 
OC 500 l=l,NI' 
AAlll=-6•0*VELl!l/DT-3.0*ACC{ll 
C 
C SET UP VECTOR B OF INTEGRATIC~ PROCESS 
500 ee111=-3.0*VEL{l)-0.5•DT*ACC{Il 
C 
C SET UP-VECTOR DELTA R OF INTEGRATION PROCESS 
CALL ACCEL{DXEDC) 
DC 503 L=l,NM 
CB=C 
DC 502 J=l,NM 
502·ce=CB+DM{L,J)*BB{J) 
503 DRIL)=-ZM(Ll*OXEDD-ZM{Ll*AA!LJ-CB 
!F{TI~E.EQ.O.J GO TC 511 
C CLERY WHETHER STIFFNESS HISTCRY INCICATOR HAS CHANGED 
DC 504 1=1,NI' 
504 !FIHTF{Il-PHTF{Il.NE.Ol GO TC 505 
GO TO 521 
505 DC 506 I=l,NM 
506 PHTF!ll=HTr!ll 
C SET UP ~ATRIX K STAR 
511 DC 514 1=1,NM 




C INVERT MATRIX K STAR SINCE C~ANGED FROM PREVICUS VALUE 
DC 521 N=l ,NM 
D=SK!N,Nl 
IFIC.NE.D.Dl GO TO 517 
WRITE!6,5loJ 
516 FORMATl1X,15HSINGULAR MATRIX////) 
STOP 
517 DC 518 J=l,NM 
519 SK{N,Jl=-SK{N,Jl/D 
DO 520 l=l,NM . 
IFIN-1.EQ.OJ GO TC 520 
DC 519 J=l,NM 





521 C CNTI NUE 
00 522 I=l,NM 
AXlll=O.O 
DC 524 J=l,NM 
524 AX(ll=AX!ll+SK!I,Jl*OR!Jl 
C CO~PUTE MASS DISPLACE~E~T 
522 Xlll=X!ll+AXIIJ 
D0523 I=l,NM 





























































!IX { l l=X 11 l 
523 CCNTINUE 
SET UP VELOCITY AND ACCELERATICN VECTCRS FOR ~EXT CYCLE 
525 DC 526 Jsl,NM· 
VEL(ll=VELlll+3.0•AXll)/DT+ee111 
526 ACC(ll=ACCl!l+6.0 * AX!ll/lCT*CT)+AA(ll 













TIME',2CX,'CISPLACE~E~T CF ~ASSEs•,2as 
560 TIHE=Tl~E+DT . 
KC=KC+l 
!F{~PS-KC.GT.Ol GO ro 591 
IF{~PFLAG.NE.Ol GC Tn 564 
NXP=NXP+l 





DO 5b5 1=1,~M 
565 HTF!ll=lOOO•HMSl!ll+lOO•HMS2!11+10*HHTSl(J)+HHTS2(1l 






591 IFITl~E.LT.TRl GO TC 240 
TIHE=Ti~E+DT 
592 WRITEl6,593J 




597 FCR~AT('0',24X,37HTCTAL YIELC CISPLACE~E~T Cf ~S hkACFS/l 
WRITE(6,596l!TACJ1(1l,1=1,~~1,!TACJ2(11,1=1,N~I 
598 FCR~ATl25X,3El4.6l 





































































































420 FORl'ATl'O' ,30.X, 'DETAILS OF EARTHQUAKE BEING USED ••• ' II 
l33X,20A4/// 
233X.37HNUl'BER OF EARTHQUAKE CARDS TC BE REA0,13X.lH•,IlC// 
333X,20HlG E/C RECCRO FACTCR,3CX,lH=,Fl0.2// 




DO 430 I•l,NPCINT,4 
ReAOl5.4281 NC,ITII+K-ll,All•K-11,K•l,41,NR 
428 FCRl'AT(13,4(Fao4,F9.6l,14) 
IFl~C.NE.NXl GO TG 463 
430 NX•NC+l 













IF(~ll'E-T(J+ll.LE.O.I GC TO 435 
450 J=J+l 
IF(J.EQ.7011 STCP3 
IF(TIJI.EQ.TIJ+lll GO TC 45C 
IF((J-~POINTI.LE.O.l GO TC 4~5 
460 NP=! 
GC TO 470 
463 WAITE(6,4651 NC 
465 FCR~ATl'OCARO NC 1 14'0UT CF CRCER'l 
PAUSE •CORRECT CATA CARD CROER, RESTART AT NC l' 
GO TO 425 





















































!'<PUT CATA ec~o C~IECK .••............................................... 
TIME ·OJSPLACE•ENT CF •ASSES ti IS TORY REC£1i:to 
•ASS HTRIX C, 1563E-Ol -0,3398E-03 -0,3739E-03 -0, 3700E-03 -0,37CCE-03 121• 1214 2141 
0.13&9E 05 C.1294E 05 o.o780E Ob C.2480E Ob DA.PING •ATR IX 
a. 3125E-Ol -O, l l49E-02 -'J.1459E-02 -0.14'HE-02 -0.14<J2E-J2 121.t. 1214 12"'-
C.4E,RRE-')l -o.1e2se-02 -o. 261:16E-CZ -o. 3027E-D2 -0,3030E-02 1214 121'- 1244 
LNSRACEO FRA•E LATERAL ST!FF'<ESS •ATR IX 
0e6250E-0l -o.22oee-02 -0, 375bE-C2 -o. 4 786E-02 -0.-48C3E-02 1214 1214 12'-" a. 7fll 3E-Ol -0.3056E-02 -0, 5246E-02 -o. 7047E-02 -c. 11cqe-02 1214 1214 1244 
0, 134000E 05 ~:;bt?m 8! o.q31se-01 -0.4687E-02 -c. 78ClE-tJ2 -0, 101"E-Ol -0.1034E-01 1214 i21• 12lri4 o.11Jq4e oo -0, 7237E-02 -C,ll5~E-OI -0.1455E-Ol -0, l487E-Ol 1214 214 1244 
-. 131000E 05 0,170984C 03 o.12soe :,o -0, l008E-Ol -0, 1610E-Ol -o. 2n2e-o 1 :g:~~tlf:8t l~lZ 1m 1244 0,451000E 04 o.21s211c 01 a. t406E no -0, l254E-Ol -0,206SE-Ol -O. 2650E-Ol 124'-
-. l04000E 01 -.':i04481C 03 O, 1563E 00 -0.146bE-Ol -C.2517E-Ol -0, 3326E-Ol -o. 3473E-Ol 1214 121-'t 124'-
-.131000E 05 0,851413C 03 0,l7lOE 00 -o., ,.,Q~i=-n, _,,_ 7077C::-n1 -n Lnnni::-n, _n_.£.??<:1.c::-n1 1 ?1{a J z1, I''°'-0,221000E 05 -.489077C 03 
-.127000E 05 -,l88314C 01 
O.b55000F 01 o.173b~Oc 03 
O.-'t44000E 04 -,48S077C 03 
-,l27000E 05 D. 399969C 03 O. l430E 02 0, 3837E 01 C,4916E 01 a. '5598E 01 -0.2324E. 01 ?i4t. 2144 2144 0.992000E 04 -,1l653SD cl 
-.257000E C3 -.4005040-0l C. l431F. !l2 0,3768E 01 C,5C83E 01 0,6085E 01 -0.2310E 01 214'- 2144 214i4 
o. 559000E 02 o. 2522,0r oo C.143':\E 02 0, 3735E 01 C,525BE 01 o.654CE 01 -~.22
1HE 01 2144 214'- 2141.i 
-.489000E 02 -.989707r. 01 C.1414E 02 0, 3949E 01 C.5'5B6E 01 0,6S5SE 01 -o.22e4E 01 ~144 21"-'-' 2144 
-.238000E 03 O,l56157C 02 C. l436E 02 C.4'397-E 01 IJ.&0551.: 01 O. 7340E 01 -0.2269E 01 ?l'-4 21'-4 21"-4 
0,235000E 03 0, 1437E 02 o.4sc;ae 01 0,6552E 01 O. 768BE 01 -0.22'50E Ol '!144 2l-'t4 2144 
0,l439E n 0.5'573E 01 C, 7010E Cl o. flOC7E 01 -0.222BE 01 ~141.i 21'-4 21"-4 
C.144 lE 02 0,5955E 01 C. 73b8E Cl o. 8299E 01 -o.22c:H 01 3144 2144 21'-4 
BRACING CETAILS C. l442E 02 0,6C99E 01 C,757CE Cl a. 8564E 01 -• .Zl76E 01 ~141.i 2144 214.(i g. t4t.4E 02 o.&C6'.>E ()1 c. 7b43E Cl 0, "79AE 01 -0.215CE 01 2144 2144 2144 
4.82 566, o.o C,2RRE 06 0,llOE 05 49,7 0.312E 08 • l44'5E 02 0.5989E 01 c. 7682E 01 o. ecp;eF. 01 -0.2124€ 01 2144 2144 21'-'-4.~2 'St.b• 0,0 0.21!8E C6 o.uoe 05 ,4.9.7 0.312E OA C. l'94 7F. 02 0,6C27E 01 c.111'5E 01 J. 9l 58E 01 -0.2CQQE Dl 2144 2144 21'-:4 .786 566. o.o a.a 49. 1 o.zaqe oA 0.1448F. 02 0,6198E n C. 7Q46F 01 0,927SE 01 -0.2073E 01 ~l'-:4 2144 2144 .1e-.. 566. c.o a.a 49.1 o.2e9e oe C.14'50E .12 O.b3~BE Cl a.Bl2'9E 01 O. Qlb2E 01 -0.20't7E 01 ~l'-'- 2144 2144 
C. l452E 02 o.6~55E 01 0,8223E Cl 0,94llE 01 -0.201.'tf 'll 3144 2144 214', 
C.1453E 'J2 0.6597E 01 O.B241E Cl 0.9425E 01 -0.19~9F 01 3144 2144 21.(ilo 
C, 1455E 02 0.6511E 01 c.e1a9E 01 o.940'5E 01 -0.1'1601: Cl 214'- 2144 21<\4 
G. 1456E 02 0.6~62E 01 O. 8C71E Cl o. 9'349E 01 -0.1911E 01 21.C.4 21'-4 21.C.4 I c.1•ssE n 0.6267E 01 IJ.794lE :n o.·92c;2E 01 -O.l9C4E 01 2144 2144 2141.i RRACING OETAILS C.1459  02 0.6254E 01 C. 7e69E Cl O,Sll3E 01 -0.1883F. 01 2144 214'- 2144 
7. lC'I 530. c.o C,425E 06 O,lbOE 05 52.3 0, 312E CB 
o. 14£-1€ 02 0, 6270E 01 c. 7814~ :Jl O.B~31E en -a. l86BE Cl 2l(i4 2141.i 2144 
C. l462E 02 O,b231E 01 O. 76!iCE Cl 0, 871 lE Ol -c.1~,;9E: 01 2144 2144 21'-4 
1.10 -;30. o.o 0,425E 06 ~.l60E 05 52,3 o. n2e ca C. 1464E 'J2 o.oCA4E 01 c. 7466E 01 O.B454E 01 -0.18-,7E 01 2144 2144 2144 
.79b 53C. c.c o.o 52.3 0.2139E 08 0.146o',E 02 0.5P.63E 01 C.7l!!OE Cl c.H62E 01 -0.1860E 01 2144 21'-4 214'-
• 7~,:, 53~. c.o c,o 52,3 0.28QE 0~ O. l46 7E 02 0.'5t:b7E 01 C.6B'J7E Cl C.. 784ZE Cl -0.186'3E 01 21'44 2l-'t4 2144 
c .. 146<;E 02 C.5'547E 01 C.6656E "Jl o. 7495E 01 -O.l865E Cl 2144 214-'t 2141.i 
c.141or. 02 0.5-466E 01 0.6440E Cl 0, 712H 01 :8:l~~j~ g1 it!! 21.(i'i 21"4 C.1472E 02 c.534qf 01 :,6101E 01 0.6741E 01 2144 21""' 
c. l471E jz 0.51521.: 01 0.'5875f: Cl 0.6345E 01 -0.lf!'iOf Cl 2144 214" 2144 
n.147t;F 07 n.4c;nr.F n, n.'i"'il 'liq:: 01 n. c;l'l~RF n, -n.lA~f.F nl ,144 7144 7144 
ARAC l!llG DETAILS 
'f.t6 509. o.o o.s1~e 06 o.19oe os 53,4 o.312e ce 
'1.-';6 509. o.o c.51AE C6 0.190~ 0'5 53,4 0,312E CR 
• 7~b 509. 0,0 o.o 53.4 o.zeqe oe 
• 1eb 509. o.o 0,0 53.4 C,28SE 08 
I 
G. 2"-Alf l'J2 -0.2196E 01 -C,l?43E 01 -u. H>"llt Ul -tJ.'i f~41- Ul L.!4._ .:!144 21'-'4 
C.24B1E: 02 -0,226,E 01 -C,20blE 01 -0,1853E Dl -O.e772E Cl 1244 214'- 21"'-
c. 24A4E ".\2 -C.2332F :n -C.21?1E 01 -0.2J13E 01 -0.€1743( 'Jl 1241.i 21 .. 4 21"'-
C. 24A6'7 l'J2 -0.2404E 01 -i:'.23C2E Cl -o. 21 72( 01 -o • .=ir~~E 01 12(.1.i 214"'- 2144 
~ .. 24?7E 02 -C.247bE 01 -S.24221.: 'Jl -o.212ae 01 -C.F.t:fi7E Cl 12'-'- 2144 2144 
C. 24R9f 02 -0.21:47E l)l -C.2541€ 01 -0.24e4E- Cl -C.fl.&23f 01 1244 2144 21'-(i 
'J.24'>1E 02 -C'l.2tiloE 01 -rJ.2659F Cl -O. 2b40E 01 -o.e':>111: 01 1244 124'4 2141.i 
BRACING CETAILS c. 2'+'l2~ Cl. -C.2t:84f. 01 -C.2776F 01 -0.2706E 01 -o.qs1u c1 1244 1244 
12.,r,.c. 
c.z4q4~ cz -0.27'53E 01 -c.2eq4E 01 -O.Z~S4F 01 -0.Rlo~AE: f)t 12'-4 124'- 124'4 
14.~2 566. o.1coe Ob o.zeee 06 o.1ooe os 49.1 o.J12E--oe C. 24'}5E Jl -C.2~2 ~E 'Jl -i:. 3014C Cl -3, 3l 12E n -Cl.i:t446f 01 12-44 1244 1244 
~-~2 'ib6. o.1ooe tlb o.2eee 06 o.1one os 49.7 o.3-12e-oe C .. 24~7€ J2 -D.2P93E 01 -'::.31~1E 01 -O, 3269E 01 -O.A4:H 01 1244 124'- 12"-4 
• 7~1'} 566, 0.150E 06 0.778E C6 49.7 0.289E-l'J8 c. z4qq~ ::2 -n.zqt,4E 01 -J. 32'52E 1)1 -O. 3426E O l -c.q3 71)f J l 124"'- 1244 12-44 
• 78,., 566. (l.150E Ob 0.77flf Ob 49.7 0.289E-Ol:I c.2.:;nn1: 'lZ -0.3C321: -01 -0.3)f:.9~ i::1 -0,3581E Cl -c.1qnf- 01 12'-'- 12-44 1244 
OETAILS CF EARTHQUAKE BEISG usec ... P"&.Xl"'U,- VALUES 
EARlt-'QUAKE 8EING USED IS THE EL CENTO MAY 1940 ONE.CNCRTH-SCUTH)••• 
0, 1452E 02 C.h&OOE 01 
o .. 1.,,,s2e 02 C.A243E Jl 
C,l453E 02 O.<;i425E 01 
NLP'BER CF EARTHC:UAKE CARDS TC RE REi\C 12! 
0,2562E 01 o.102se 02 
lG Els RECORD FACTCR . !,CC TCTAL '\'lELC CISPLACE,-E~T CF ,.5 flQt,(fS 
TIJll'f STEP INTERVAL 0,4CC511E 01 C.G o.o •0,CC39C625 o.o -O,l43373E 01 o.o 





the appropriate insertion on the control card at the start of the 
programo Typical line printer output is shown at the end of LIST 4 
and the results of using the punched output to activate the X-Y 
plotter on line to the University of Canterbury's IBM 1620 computer 
are shown in the displacement/time plots presented in Chapter Six. 
The subroutine RDBERG is used to produce a set of exciting 
accelerations at selected times for use in the numerical integration 
section of XBFRME 9 by suitable modification of Berg type(?O) digitised 
accelerograms. In their original state these accelerograms exist in 
digitised form with four successive peak values of acceleration, 
together with the time of each event, listed on each card. It is 
assumed that the accelerograms are fully defined by these points 1 a 
series of straight lines drawn between the points being sufficient to 
complete the traces. For the purpose of numerical integration it is 
necessary to convert the Berg digitised records to a set of acceleration 
values at equal (preselected) time intervals. The principle used in 
RDBERG is that of establishing the gradient of the accelerogram 
between two consecutive time points and then determining the value of 
acceleration at the time interval chosen by calculating the product 
of the gradient and the time elapsed since the last peak on the 
accelerogramo (See Figure 5.2). The procedure adopted has the 
effect of cutting off the peaks of the original accelerogram in all 
cases other than when the exact multiple of the selected integration 
time step coincides with the time at which the peak occurs, but this 
is considered to be satisfactory providing the step interval is small 
enough to reduce the neglected peaks to an insignificant proportion 
990 
of the whole accelerogramo 
Vo6 (iv) Input data XBFRME program 
1o First Card, NM, NPS, TR, DT, CG, CR, NPLOT, NWRTE 
Format (215, 4G 1000, 215) 
2o 
N = Number of Masses (one per storey) 
NPS = Number of time steps before printing 
TR = Length of earthquake record (seconds) 
DT = Step interval (seconds) 
CG = Damping Coefficient 
CR = Damping Coefficient 
NPLOT = 0 for no plotter output, 1 for plotter output 
NWRTE = 0 for no printed output, 1 for printed output 
Mass Card(s)o 
Format (8E10o4) 
(Actually in lbo weight units) From bottom Upo 
3o Unbraced Frame Lateral Stiffness Matrix Card(s). 
Format ( 8G 10. 3) 
4. Bracing Detail Cards (4 Cards necessary for each bay). 
For each bay, Two Mild Steel Cards (Format 8G10o3) 















Bracing Rod Area (in2 ) 
Bracing Rod Length (in) 
Prestressing Force in Bracing Rod (lbs) 
Axial Force at which Bracing Rod will Yield (lbs) 
Post yield axial stiffness of Bracing Rod (lb/in) 
Angle to horizontal of Bracing Rod (degrees) 1 
Elastic Modulus (lb/in2 ) . 














Bracing Rod Area (in2 ) 
Bracing Rod Length (in) 
Prestressing Force in Bracing Rod (lbs) 
Axial Force at which Bracing Rod will break (lbs) 
Angle to horizontal of Bracing Rod (degrees) 
Elastic Modulus (lbs/in2 ) 
1000 
(N.Bo for a three storey frame there will be a total of twelve 
bracing cards, read in storey by storey 9 MS1, MS2, HTS1, 
HTS2 from the ground up). 
5. A Control Card NCARD 9 SF 
Format (15 9 G10.0) 
NCARD = Number of Earthquake Record Cards to be read 
(consistent with TR in first card)o 
SF = Scale factor by which earthquake accelerations may 
be multiplied. 
6. Digitised Earthquake Record Cards. 
First one Title Card= Format (20A4) 




= Sequence Number 
G(I), I-2, 5 = four co-ordinate points - time (secontls), 
acceleration (fraction of g) for each point 
= Earthquake Record Number 
OUTPUT DATA XBFRME PROGRAM 
1. Input Data Echo Check - Unbraced Frame Lateral Stiffness Matrix 
= Computed Damping Matrix - Input Bracing 
Details= Earthquake Record Details. 
Written Output 
Plotter Output 
= Time, Displacement of Masses and Bracing 
History Record" 
- Time and Mass Displacement values for 
Plotting on off-line X~Y plottero 
101. 

















































- Bracing Cross Section Area 
- Ground Acceleration~ (proportion of gravity) 
- Vector used in the integration process 
- Vector used in the integration process 
- Angle of Bracing rod to horizontal 
- Adjustment to Bracing Rod 1 elastic range after 
yield 
- Adjustment to Bracing Rod 2 elastic range after 
yield 
- Incremental Lateral Stiffness due to Bracing 
- Position of zero load in M.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- Original zero load position for M.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- Position at which M.S. Bracing Rod 1 just yields 
- Axial Stiffness of M.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- Prestressing force in M.So Bracing Rod 1 
- Elastic limit force in M.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- Position of zero load in M.S. Bracing Rod 2 
- Original zero load position for M.S. Bracing Rod 2 
= Position at which M.S. Bracing Rod 2 just yields 
- Axial Stiffness of M.S. Bracing Rod 2 
- Prestressing Force in M.S. Bracing Rod 2 
- Incremental deflection 
= Vector used in the integration process 
- Vector used in the integration process 
- Maximum displacement 
- Damping Coefficient 
- Damping Coefficient 
- Exciting acceleration 
- Exciting acceleration 
- Damping Matrix 
- Vector used in the integration process 
- Time step 
= Elastic Modulus H.T.S. Bracing 
- Elastic Modulus M.S. Bracing 
- Initial axial stiffness of H.T.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- Initial axial stiffness of H.T.S. Bracing Rod 2 
- Unbraced frame lateral stiffness matrix 
- Initial axial stiffness of M.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- Initial axial stiffness of M.S. Bracing Rod 2 
- Bracing Rod load state record 
- History indicator H.T.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- History indicator H.T.S. Bracing Rod 2 
- History indicator M.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- History indicator M.S. Bracing Rod 2 
- Original zero load position for H.T.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- Ultimate load position for H.T.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- Axial Stiffness of H.T.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- Prestressing force in H.T.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- Ultimate load in H.T.S. Bracing Rod 1 




























- Ultimate load position for HoToSo Bracing Rod 2 
- Axial Stiffness of HoToSo Bracing Rod 2 
- Prestressing force in H.T.So Bracing Rod 2 
- Ultimate load in H.T.So Bracing Rod 2 
- Post yield axial stiffness of MoS. Bracing Rod 1 
- Post yield axial stiffness of M.S. Bracing Rod 2 
- Number of masses in system 
- Punched Card output control 
- Number of time steps per write step 
- Line Printer output control 
- Bracing Rod load state record in previous cycle 
- Deflection in previous cycle 
= Vector used in integration process 
- Total yield displacement of M.S. Bracing Rod 1 
- Total yield displacement of M.S. Bracing Rod 2 
- Time 
- Total length of accelerogram record 
- Time at which maximum deflection occurs 
= Vector used in the integration process 
- Weight 
- Displacement 
Displacement arrays used in Plotter output 
Displacement arrays used in Plotter output 
Displacement arrays used in Plotter output 
- Mass vector 
- Length of Bracing Rods 
Vo6 (vi) Checks on XBFRME program 
Because of the novelty of the XBFRME analysis it was not possible, 
in the case of multiphase bracing response, to check it out against 
results obtained from a completely independent procedure. However 
it was confirmed that the integration, RDBERG and output routines do 
function correctly. This was done both by reading in bracing details 
which resulted in the frame being effectively unbraced (readily 
achieved by setting the bracing elastic modulus at 30 x10=6 instead 
+6) of 30 x10 and subsequently by selecting a sufficiently high level 
of yield load in the braces (108 lbs for the frame analysed in Chapter 
Six) to ensure that the bracing always responded in the extended 
elastic range throughout the full analysis. 
Independent analyses were made of the resulting two sets of 
fully elastic systems using the library program ELRES (LIST LP4) 
which, as stated earlier, is based on a numerical integration 
solution of equation 4(1). Virtually identical displacement/time 
plots to those obtained from ELRES were determined using XBFRME 
providing that the time step interval was set to be sufficiently 
small. Evidence of non-agreement was obtained at XBFRME time step 
intervals down to less than 1/100 second but no difference was 
evident when a time step of 1/256 second was used. This result 
is entirely consistent with that of an earlier investigation(G3 ) of 
the use of the IBM 360/44 for this type of numerical analysis and 
consequently all subsequent analyses using XBFRME were carried out 
with the integration time step set at 1/256 second. This also 
ensured that the displacement step interval would be small enough to 
make negligible the error introduced by projecting across the step 
interval at a gradient defined by the last value of stiffness 
(referred to in section Vo6 (ii) above). 
Comparisons between ELRES and XBFRME were made for both undamped 
and damped elastic systems. Virtually identical results were obtained 
from the two analysis procedures, as is illustrated by the results 
for the elevated water tank tower discussed in Chapter Six. 
Since verification that KLAT functions satisfactorily had been 
previously made (section V.6 (ii) above) it was concluded that no 
other validity checks on XBFRME could be made with advantage. 
V.7 Summary of the Use of Digital Computer Programs in the 
Determination of the Seismic Response of Elevated Water Tanks 
Subsequent to the idealisation of the supporting structure to a 
discrete mass system with specified geometric and mass characteristics, 
the following steps are followed to determine the seismic response of 
an elevated water tank supported on a cross braced frame tower. 
A. The elastic stiffness characteristics of the unbraced tower 
framework are computed. 
Appendix IV). 
(Program '2-D STRUCTURE', LIST LP1, 
B. The post yield characteristics of the mild steel bracing 
members are calculated (Program 'TRUEFORCE', Chapter Three). 
C. The convective effect of the water in the tank (i.e. the two 
mass representation of the tank and contents) is determined. 
(Program 'MODANAL', Chapter Two). 
D. Using the results of steps A and C, the normal mode frequencies 
of lateral vibration of the undamped tower supporting the two 
mass representation of the tank and contents is computed. 
(Program 'NORMOD', LIST LP2, Appendix IV~. , 
E. Using the normal mode frequencies determined in step D, the 
damping characteristics are established. (Program 
'DAMPING MATRIX', LIST LP2A, Appendix IV). 
F. Using the results of steps A, B, C and Ethe seismic response 
of the elevated water tower is determined. 
'XBFRME', Chapter Five, Section 6). 
(Program 
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CH APTER~ S I X 
SEISMIC RESPONSE ANALYSES 
VIo1 Introduction 
To illustrate the analysis procedures presented in previous 
sections of this thesis the water tank described by Moran and 
(21) ! . 
Cheney was used as the basis of a prototype system and the 
analyses carried out on this structure are described below, 
VIo2 The Structure Examined 
The structure used for the verification and sensitivity 
analyses presented in this chapter is shown diagrammatically in 
Figure 6.1. The tower has welded tubular columns and circular 
section bracing rods. The columns are 22 in. inside diameter and 
of 5/16 in. thickness in the upper section, of 3/8 in. thickness in 
the centre section, and of 7/16 in, thickness in the lower section. 
The bracing rods are of 2¾ in. diameter for the upper section, 
2t in. diameter for the centre section and 1¾ in. for the lower 
section. The horizontal strut members are each fabricated from 
two channels (see the detail on Figure 6.1). Between the centre 
and upper sections the channel with the horizontal web is of 
8 in. web dimension and weighs 11.5 lb/ft, whereas the channel 
having horizontal flanges is of 9 in. web dimensions and weighs 
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Fig.6.1 : Elevated Water Tank Analysed 
(After Moran & Cheney) 
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with the horizontal web is of 8 in. web size and weighs 11.5 lb/ft. 
whereas the channel with the horizontal flanges is of 10 in. web 
dimension and weighs 15.3 lb/ft. Moran and Cheney give the weight 
of the tank and its contents as 926 9 000 lb. 
For the purpose of this study a cylindrical tank is used in 
place of the original one which had a domed top and bottom. 
A summary of the calculations undertaken in modelling the three 
storey tower frame is presented in Appendix V. Since the capacity 
of the tank is given as 100 9 000 (U.S.) gallons when full the contents 
were assumed to weigh 832,000 lbs hence the tank structure weight was 
deduced to be 94,ooo lbs. 
The self-weight mass distribution when the tank is empty, is 
13,688 lbs 
12,942 lbs 
99 9 110 lbs 
(See Figure 4.2) 
and these values are used in the following analyses. (Not~ the 
computer programs accept weights rather than masses and factor 
accordingly in the computational procedure). 
VI.3 Digital Computer Analyses With No Convective Action of the Water 
(Note: All numerical-values in lb.in. units) 
Step A. The unbraced frame flexibility matrix for the three mass 
system may be determined using the 1 2-D STRUCTURE' Program 
and has form: 
108. 
50642 70513 7.236 
10-4 X 7.513 11.86 12.07 .. 
7.236 12.07 13.50 
This, when inverted, using the matrix inversion program 
(LIST, LP3), gives the lateral stiffness matrix for the 
unbraced frame which has form 
1.34 -1.31 o.453 
10
4 
X -1.31 2.22 -1.28 
o.453 -1.28 0.975 
Step B. The post yield axial stiffness characteristics of the 
bracing rods, determined using program 'TRUEF0RCE', are 
presented in Figure 6.2, from these results values of 
5,500 lb/in., 8,000 lb/in. and 9,500 lb/in. may be deduced 
for the effective post yield stiffnesses of each bracing 
rod in the lower, middle and upper braced bays. 
Step D. When the mass and stiffness properties previously established 
are used as input to the normal mode analysis program, 
natural frequencies of 0.2716 cps and 5.774 cps may be 
determined for the first and second modes of the unbraced 
tower supporting an empty tank. 
Step E. Since it is generally accepted that elevated water tank 
structures exhibit relatively low percentage critical 
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of the first two modes of vibration and, when used as input 
to the library program 'DAMPING MATRIX', damping coefficients 
of CG= 0000105 and CR= 000652 may be determined, also the 
damping matrix 
,-"oo 164 -00138 Oo048 
102 X -0 .138 0.256 -00135 
Oo048 -0.135 0.270 
may be derivedo 
Step Fo The input data determined as described above was used in the 
program XBFRME together with the digitised North/South 
accelerations of the 1940 El Centro earthquake, to determine 
a series of displacement/time histories as shown in the 
accompanying figures. 
The displacement response of each of the three masses 
of the,system to the El Centro accel~rogram factored by 1.0, 
when no damping is allowed for in the unbraced frame 
supporting an empty tank, is shown in Figure 603. The 
result of this essentially elastic analysis is identical to 
that obtained by the use of the library program ELRES to 
undertake the same response calculation. 




10.73 ins at 5.449 secs 
15099 ins at 5.402 secs 
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A second analysis, similar to the first one except that the 2% 
damping coefficients were read in to the XBFRME program, resulted in 
the displacement/time history shown in Figure 604 being produced. 
Maximum displacements in this case are 
Mass 1 90364 ins at 50441 secs 
Mass 2 14035 ins at 50391 secs 
Mass 3 16053 ins at 50234 secs 
Once again this result is identical to that given by an ELRES 
analysiso 
When the Moran and Cheney bracing with no prestress was 
incorporated and allowed to act in an extended elastic manner the 
undamped response of the frame, supporting the full tank with no 
convective action of the water 1 to the El Centro N/S accelerogram 
factored by 1o0 9 as presented in Figure 605 was determined. 




3.934 ins at 23058 secs 
60717 ins at 23057 secs 
80901 ins at 24026 secs 
, I 
Inclusion of 2% damping in this analysis was next undertakeno 
In the first place the damping matrix was calculated using the 
effective total lateral stiffness characteristics of the braced 
frame and was then overwritten into the program XBFRME. The 
resulting response is shown in Figure 6060 
Maximum displacements in this case are:-
Mass 1 10978 ins at 14058 secs 
Mass 2 30391 ins at 14058 secs 
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A further analysis~ similar to the previous one except that the 
2% damping matrix was determined internally in the XBFRME program 
(and therefore based on the unbraced frame lateral stiffness matrix) 
after the damping coefficients had been read in 1 resulted in the 
displacement/time plot shown in Figure 6.7. 
Maximum displacements in this case are:-
Mass 1 2.047 ins at 14.57 secs 
Mass 2 3.500 ins at '14 0 57 secs 
Mass 3 4.644 ins at 14.58 secs 
The responses of Figures 6.5 and 6.6 were again confirmed by 
an independent ELRES analysis of the system. 
The effect of sealing the El Centro accelerogram by 1.5 instead 
of 1.0 was examined by applying this excitation to the 2% damped 
extended elastic braced frame supporting a full tank (with no 
allowance for the convective action of the water) and the response 
shown in Figure 6.8 was obtained. 





3.07 ins at 14.57 secs 
5.25 ins at 14.57 secs 
6.96 ins at 14.58 secs 
The 2% damped extended elastic response 9 to the El Centro N/S 
accelerogram factored by 1o0 9 of the Moran and Cheney braced frame 
supporting half a tank full of water acting as a solid mass 9 is 




20744 ins at 40418 secs 
4.686 ins at 4.418 secs 
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The 2% damped response to the same excitation when the Moran 
and Cheney frame 9 having the mild steel bracing rods pretensioned 
to one quarter of their yield value and the previously established 
post yield axial stiffness incorporated, supports a full tank 
acting as a rigid mass is presented in Figure 60100 The maximum 
displacements areg-
Mass 1 80004 ins at 60215 secs 
Mass 2 90252 ins at 60199 secs 
Mass 3 90835 ins at 60180 secs 
and the total yield displacements suffered by the bottom bay 
braces are 60058 ins and 40931 ins respectivelyo 
In Figure 6011 the response of half a tank of water acting as 
a rigid mass in an otherwise similar system subject to the same 
excitation 9 is shown. The maximum displacements are:-
Mass 1 20818 ins at 40437 secs 
Mass 2 40704 ins at 40430 secs 
Mass 3 60198 ins at 40418 secs 
Total yield displacements of 00223 ins and 00027 ins occur in the 
bottom bay braces. 
VIo4 Digital Computer Analyses Including Convective Action of 
the Water 
When the fluid in the elevated tank is represented by a two mass 
system 9 the incorporation of Step C (section V.7) is necessary in the 
analysis procedureo In the case of the tank used in this study the 
results of a MODANAL analysis 9 for various water depths 1 is presented 







































Water Depth m m1 k1 
(ft) so (lbowt) (lbowt) (lbawt/ft) 
1800 6409000 2469000 369310 
13o5 2569000 2389000 339530 
9o0 2509000 2109000 25,810 
4o5 1459000 1349000 109600 
Table 4 
Using these results the equivalent four mass system (Figure 402) 
for each depth of water may be set upo The use of the 1 2D-Structure 1 
program (Appendix IV ) 







then enables a flexibility matrix for each 
For the full tank case this has the form 
70731 7o48o 70971 
120219 12.472 130301 
12.472 13.957 140913 
130301 140913 58.433 
Use of the matrix inversion program (LIST LP3 9 Appendix IV) 
enables the corresponding lateral stiffness matrix to be calculated 9 
viz:-
1.34 =1.31 Oo451 -0.0001 
104 X 
=1o31 2o21 1.27 000006 
Oo444 · -1.27 Oo99 -00026 
000056 :..000049 -0.023 0.024 
122,., 
and subsequently the normal mode analysis (LIST LP2) and damping 
matrix formation (LIST LP 2A) programs may be used to determine the 
damping coefficients corresponding to 2% critical damping required 
as input for the XBFRME program 
vizi CG = 0003851 
and CR = p.01023 for the full tank case. 
Similar necessary input data can be prepared for other depths of 
water in the tank to enable the XBFRME program to be used to determine 
the seismic response of alternative four mass systemso 
The 2% damped response of Moran and Cheney's tower, acting in 
the extended elastic range and supporting a full tank of water free 
to act convectively 9 to the El Centro digitised accelerogram factored 
by 1.0 is shown in Figure 6.12. The maximum displacement values are: 
Figure 6.12 whereas in Figure 6.7 
Mass 1 30776 ins at 17.91 secs 2.047 ins at 14.57 secs 
Mass 2 6.458 ins at 17.91 secs 3.500 ins at 14.57 secs 
Mass 3 8.561 ins at 17091 secs 4.644 ins at 14.58 secs 
the displaceinents of Figure 6.7 being those of an identical structural 
system but with no allowance for the convective action of the water 
(i.e. a three mass model instead of the four mass one). The half 
full tank response 9 in an otherwise identical analysis is shown in 




2.441 ins at 13.65 secs 
4.161 ins at 13.65 secs 
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When the full water tank is represented by a two mass system, 
and the Moran and Cheney braced tower has the mild steel bracing 
rods prestressed to one quarter of their yield level and their post 
yield axial stiffnesses set at the values determined earlier using 
the TRUEF0RCE program, the 2% damped responses to the El Centro 
accelerogram 1 factored by 1.0 and 0.6 respectively, are shown in 






5.042 ins at 4.422 secs and 
6.549 ins at 4.414 secs 
7.729 ins at 4.398 secs 
3.508 ins at 7.254 secs 
4.510·ins at 7.250 secs 
5.169 ins at 7.230 secs 
The total yield displacements suffered by the bottom bay 
braces are 3.096 ins and 2.697 ins in the first case and 1.562 ins 
and 1.200 ins in the second one. 
In Figure 6.16 the 2% damped convective response of a full 
water tank system to a similar excitation, when the Moran and Cheney 
braced tower has no prestress in the diagonal members, is presented. 




6.600 ins at 14.52 secs 
8.243 ins at 14~52 secs 
9.425 ins at 14.53 secs 
and total yield displacement of 4.005 ins and 1.433 ins are 
experienced by the bottom bay braces. 
In Figures 6.17 and 6.18 the responses are shown of systems in 
which the structural bracing has been selected to exhibit multiphase 
characteristics 1 including fracturing of high tensile steel members. 
In both cases the bracing was similar to that of the Moran and Cheney 























































































were incorporated. However, the bottom bay bracing was considered 
to be composed of the equivalent of 2 in2 high tensile steel and 
2.82 in2 mild steel diagonals instead of the original total of 
4.82 in2 of mild steel bracing. As the high tensile steel fractured 
at about three seconds after the commencement of the accelerogram 
the effect was to produce a flexible lower bay for the remainder of 
the response. Figures 6.17 presents the displacement/time history 
for the full tank case and that of the half full tank case is shown 
in Figure 6.18. In both cases convective action of the water is 




Figure 6.17 Figure 6.18 
7.438 ins at 22.89 secs and 
7.753 ins at 22.88 secs 
7.954 ins at 20.29 secs 
7.791 ins at 15.14 secs 
8.115 ins at 15.14 secs 
8.311 ins at 15.16 secs 
Total yield displacements in the bottom bay braces were calculated 
to be 4.475 ins and 5.500 ins in the first case and 5.853 ins and 
2.565 ins in the second one. 
When half the Moran and Cheney (prestressed) mild steel bracing 
was combined, in parallel, with selected high tensile steel bracing 
in the basic frame the 2% damped responses of the system, allowing 
for a full tank of water which acts convectively, to the El Centro 
accelerogram are presented in Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22. 
The system responding as shown in Figure 6.19 has the equivalent 
of two 0.25 in. diameter high tensile steel rods in each bay, pre-
stressed to one quarter of their ultimate strength, whereas the 
system corresponding to the response shown in Figure 6.20 has 0.5 in. 
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ones. The maximum displacements are:-
Figure 6.19 Figure 6.20 
Mass 1 4.070 ins at 7.977 secs and 3.650 ins at 8.664 secs 
Mass 2 5.875 ins at 7.988 secs 5.022 ins at 6.344 secs 
Mass 3 5.964 ins at 7.988 secs 5. 102 ins at 6.340 secs 
with bottom bay bracing yield extensions of 2.127 dru. ~nd 2.072 i~. 
respectively in the first case and 1.413 in. and 1.706 in. in the 
second one. 
The ~esponses of two similar systems but with 0.75 in. 
diameter and 1.0 in. diameter high tensile steel rods respectively 
replacing the 0.5 in. diameter ones of the last system are presented 





3.759 ins at 3.684 secs 
5.193 ins at 3.672 secs 
5.265 ins at 3.672 secs 
and 
Figure 6.22 
4.969 ins at 24.61 secs 
5.645 ins at ~3.39 secs 
5.714 ins at 13.39 secs 
with bottom bay bracing yield extensions of 1.816 ig• and 1 1.214 in:. 
in the first case and 3.026 in. and 1.899 in. in the second one. 
In all of the last four systems at least two of the high 


























































C H A P T E R S E V E N 
REVIEW OF ANALYSES UNDERTAKEN AND COMMENTS ON 
APPLICABILITY OF THE PROPOSED ANALYSIS METHOD 
VIIo1 Review of the Analyses Described in Chapter Six 
1320 
The undamped extended elastic response shown in Figure 603 
of an empty tank on the unbraced Moran and Cheney frame, to the 
El Centro N/S accelerogram, is itself of limited interest apart 
from serving as a confirmation of the correct functioning of the 
integration process in the XBFRME program by virtue of the response 
being identical to that derived using the ELRES program. Some 
evidence of beating of the first and second masses is evident in 
the plot. However when Figure 6.4 is compared with Figure 6.3 
the effect of the inclusion of 2% of critical viscous damping in 
the response calculation is apparent. Since it would be 
unrealistic to take no account of damping in seismic response 
calculations, some small allowance is normally included and on the 
basis of previous tests( 21 ) and of the result presented in Chapter 
Two~ 2% appears to be a reasonable figure to use for the elevated 
water tower type of structureo Independent determination of the 
displacement/time response using the ELRES program confirmed that 
the damping section of XBFRME functions correctly. 
The extended elastic responses to the same excitation of a 
full tank (with no allowance for the convective action of the 
1330 
contents) on a Moran and Cheney frame braced as in the original 
(21) 
structure are presented in Figure 605 for the undamped situation 
and in Figure 6.6 for the 2% damping case. The necessity to include 
some damping if the prototype system is to be accurately modelled is 
even more evident as a result of this comparisono The continued 
build-up of displacements with time beyond 20 seconds in the undamped 
case does not correlate with the recorded motion of structures in 
earthquakes whereas the plot in Figure 6.6 does represent the observed 
movements more reasonablyo However a problem does arise in the 
formation of the damping matrix referred to in Chapter Four (equation 
4(7)) when the stiffness of the system is not constant throughout the 
response calculation. The results presented in Figure 6.6 were 
calculated using a damping matrix formed with equation 4(7), the total 
initial frame stiffness (i.e. including the bracing contribution) 
being used as the term [K]. The damping matrix was overwritten into 
the program XBFRME for this particular analysis whereas in its normal 
operation the program XBFRME calculates the damping matrix on the basis 
of the unbraced frame stiffness. When the normal procedure was 
followed, that is the 2% damping matrix was assembled by the XBFRME 
provision based on FK rather than TK in the notation of the program -
the response plot shown in Figure 607 was obtained. The top mass 
displacement is 3% greater in the second case and this reflects the 
effectively lower damping allowance made. The true response of a 
system having its stiffness varying between the TK and FK values will 
lie somewhere between the plots of Figure 6.6 and 6.7. Provision to 
calculate the damping matrix at each change of stiffness could have been 
incorporated in the XBFRME program but in view of the small differences 
in response which were determined in the checks on the two extreme 
cases this provision was considered to be unnecessary. In fact all 
subsequent analyses were carried out using the XBFRME damping matrix 
determination based on the unbraced frame stiffness. 
In Figure 6.8 the displacement/time plot is shown of an identical 
system to that having the response presented in Figure 6.7, but on 
this occasion the exciting accelerogram was factored by 1.5. The 
plot confirms that the factoring of the amplitude of the excitation 
merely affects the displacement of the response of the elastic system 
in a linear manner. 
The response of an identical structural system supporting half 
a tank full of water (with no allowance for convective action) 
instead of a full tank is shown in Figure 6.9. The accelerogram 
was factored by 1.0 to produce this plot and so the response is 
directly comparable with that of Figure 6.7, the full tank case. 
The larger, and earlier, response of the lighter system to the 
particular excitation used is evident from a comparison between these 
figures. 
The first multiphase response plot is that presented in Figure 
6.10, being the 2% damped response to the El Centro N/S accelerogram 
of a full tank (with no allowance for convective water action) 
supported on a Moran and Cheney frame having the original mild steel 
bracing prestressed to one quarter of the yield level and having the 
post yield axial stiffness of the braces set at the values determined 
using the TRUEFORCE program (Chapter Three), assuming that the material 
1350 
exhibits similar properties to the mild steel of the rods used in the 
tests described in Chapter Three. The plot is limited to 25 seconds 
from the commencement of the excitation, but it is evident that this 
does include the maximum amplitude. From the typed output of the 
XBFRME program it may be determined that substantial yielding in the 
bottom bay braces occurs in the 3 to 6 seconds section of the response 
and that the motion in the subsequent 5 seconds is essentially that 
of a frame unbraced in the bottom bay - with consequent lengthened 
period - whereas from about twelve seconds onwards the response 
corresponds to that of a frame cross-braced elastically in the upper 
bays but with one elastic brace active for part of the time in the 
bottom bay. The bracing extensions in the post elastic range 
correspond to ductility requirements of 5.7 and 4.6 respectively 
(where ductility is defined as the ratio of the total displacement to 
the yield displacement). Values of this magnitude can be achieved 
readily by mild steel components in tension. The loading state of 
the frame when the bottom mass displacements are of the order of 
8 ins can conveniently be determined using the 1 2-D STRUCTURE' 
program (Appendix IV, L.P.1) and confirmation that the residual 




Based on a y,;{_eld stress of 19.4 T/in2 (Appendix III) the 
'---v,_.-;r 
combined bending and axial stresses in the bottom columns (the 
critical members) will not exceed the elastic range until a lateral 
displacement of the bottom mass of 10.2 inches is reached. 
Although the displacement/time plot of Figure 6.10 and other 
subsequent figures indicate that some shift of the zero amplitude 
point of the elastic vibrations occurs towards the end of the plot, 
it does not follow that the water tank has developed a permanent 
set to one side. Providing that the stresses in the columns and 
horizontal struts do not exceed the elastic limits, the residual 
elastic system will ensure that the structure resumes its original 
position when the effects of the seismic disturbance have decayed 
away. An exception to this behaviour would occur if the initial 
balance between the prestressed members in any one bay is disturbed 
during the shaking so that the residual prestressing loads do not 
counterbalance each other. In such circumstances some permanent 
sway displacement would be expected after the movements resulting 
from the earthquake excitation have ceased. 
The multiphase response of a half full tank (without any allow-
ance for the convective action of the water) in similar conditions 
to the situation giving the results presented in Figure 6.9, is 
shown in Figure 6.11. Since the system barely exceeds the elastic 
range (confirmed by the very small calculated yield displacements) 
the maximum mass displacements are very similar in magnitude and time 
of occurrence to those determined for the extended elastic case 
(Figure 6.9). 
In Figures 6.12 and 6.13 the full and half full tank extended 
elastic 2% damped responses - allowing for convective water action -
of the elevated Moran and Cheney water tower, braced with rods of 
the sizes used in the original structure with no prestress and 
excited by the El Centro N/S accelerogram, are shown. The comparisons 
between the extended elastic displacements determined both neglecting 
1370 
the convective action and including it, are summarised in Table 5o 
Water Tank Max. I Time at ' State Full or Tower Top I Maximum I 
Half full Displacement Displacement 
(ins) (secs) 
STATIC 1.0 4.644 14.58 
STATIC 0.5 6.198 4.42 
CONVECTIVE 1.0 8.561 17.91 
CONVECTIVE 0.5 5.477 13.66 
Table 5. 
The full tank comparison emphasizes the possible amplification 
of the response which the shaking of the liqu~d may cause and 
supports the requirement(?) of a substantially increased seismic 
design coefficient for elevated fluid containers relative to the 
basic value specified for normal building structures. 
Since the hypothetical extended elastic bracing invoked in the 
computations leading to the plots of Figures 6.5, 606, 607, 6.8, 
6.9, 6.12, and 6.13 cannot, in fact, be achieved by typical mild 
steel braces of the dimensions specified, the actual displacement/ 
time history of the Moran and Cheney frame - having prestressed 
braces and supporting a full water tank acting convectively - is of 
th~ form presented in Figure 6.14 in which the system responds in 
much the same manner as that described above when commenting on plot 
6.10, namely it passes through a phase of acting as if there is no 
effective bracing in the bottom bay between 6 seconds and 12 seconds, 
followed by a pattern of behaviour consistent with only one brace 
being active intermittently in the bottom bay. The ductility require-
ments of 2.9 and 2.5 are lower than those necessary for the non-
convective water case and are well within the range available from 
typical mild steel elements. 
The response of an identical system to the El Centro record 
factored by 0.60, serves to confirm that whereas in the extended 
elastic cases factoring of the excitation produces a direct linear 
variation in the responses (Figures 6.7 and 6.8) this relationship 
is not valid for the yielding systems. An increase from o.60 to 
1.0 in the excitation accelerogram amplitude only increases the 
displacement response amplitudes by about 30% at the critical lower 
mass level. 
The introduction of bracing prestress in the earlier analyses 
was made in recognition of the fact that many tank structures do have 
the cross bracing pretensioned to ensure that it is effective in 
contributing to the lateral stiffness, in fact doubling it at low 
amplitudes of vibration until the prestress is cancelled by the 
effect of the lateral displacement. The extreme sensitivity of the 
system to the presence of pretension in the bracing is clearly 
indicated by a comparison of Figure 6.14 with Figure 6.16, which 
corresponds to the identical situation to that used to produce 
6.14 except that no prestress was introduced into the braces. The 
absence of prestress results in the initially more flexible system 
taking longer to build up its maximum response (14.53 seconds instead 
1390 
of 4.398 seconds) and the plot follows the extended elastic pattern of 
Figure 6.12 for the first 13 seconds after which, during the following 
6 or 7 seconds, the effectively uniraced bottom bay breaks up the 
regular form of oscillation and brings about a substantial reduction 
in the vibrational amplitude in the later part of the plot. In this 
phase the bottom bay once more responds as a partially braced panel 
for some of the time. The bottom bay bracing ductility requirements 
are actually higher in the pretensioned case, having values of 308 
and 1.4 in the system corresponding to the plot of Figure 6.16. 
When a deliberate attempt is made to promote the development 
of multiphase response with the consequent break-up of the regular 
oscillatory pattern of the seismically excited structural system, 
plots of the form of those shown in Figures 6.17 and 6.18 may be 
obtained. In these the El Centro N/S accelerogram is used as the 
excitation applied to a Moran and Cheney frame with original (but 
prestressed) bracing in the top two bays and with modified prestressed 
bracing in the bottom bay. Cross bracing with each member having the 
equivalent of 2 ins2 of high tensile steel in parallel with 2.82 ins2 
of mild steel is included in 1 the bottom bay so that the total bracing 
steel area is equivalent to that originally provided. The 2% damped 
response of a full tank is shown in Figure 6.17 and that of a half 
full tank in Figure 6.18, in both cases provision for the convective 
action of the water is made. For each tank condition typed output 
from the XBFRME program confirms that the yielding of the mild steel 
and early fracturing of the sacrificial high tensile steel occurs 
within the first 3 seconds and the irregular pattern of the subsequent 
response may be followed conveniently from the figures. The 
maximum ductilities of 4.7 and 5.5 can be readily provided by mild 
steel braces of the configuration envisaged and the maximum frame 
displacements are within the elastic range so that no yielding of 
the column or strut members would be expected to occur as a result 
of the seismic loading. 
The analyses leading to the displacement/time plots presented 
in Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22 were undertaken to indicate the 
type of optimisation of the choice of bracing which may be undertaken 
using the XBFRME program. On the assumption that the design 
condition is selected as being the response to the El Centro N/S 
accele~ogram of a full tank system (allowing for the convective action 
of the water) and that owing to the necessity to resist wind and other 
service loads satisfactorily, an initial value of lateral stiffness 
close to that provided by the Moran and Cheney frame with the original 
unprestressed bracing is required, several combinations of mild steel 
and high tensile steel braces were investigated. The multipha$e 
responses presented in Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22 all involve 
the progressive yielding or fracturing of sacrificial prestressed 
braces. In each case the bottom bay mild steel braces yield and the 
corresponding.high tensile steel braces fracture and in the cases 
corresponding to Figures 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21 the middle bay high 
tensile steel breaks also. Of the particular systemschecked that 
corresponding to Figure 6.20 has both the smallest lateral displace-
ment response and minimum ductility requirement and so could be 
selected in preference to the others. This example comprises a very 
limited use of the bracing selection procedure made possible by the 
use of the XBFRME program but should be sufficient to illustrate the 
range of possible application. 
VII.2 Considerations of Dissipated Energy as a Proportion of the 
Total Seismic Input Energy· 
(24) 
Housner has suggested that the maximum energy E attained 
by an oscillator subject to seismic excitation may be estimated using 
the expression 
E == i m s2 v,n 
where m is the mass of the oscillator and S is the velocity 
v,n 
spectrum ordinate for damping n, assuming the velocity spectrum 
to consist of a straight horizontal line. 
For the El Centro N/S component, at 2% critical damping 
(24) 
S may be taken to be equal to 2.05 ft/second and hence 
v,0.02 
the total energy input to the Moran and Cheney frame, supporting a 
full tank of water, resulting from this excitation will be approx-
imately equal to 
If this energy was entirely in the form of strain energy, the 
stress state in the members of the frame would correspond to a 
lateral load of 
2'1i s 2TT 2.05 0.28g . = 17"4 • 0 g = T v,n 32.2 
where T 
' 
the period of oscillation, is taken as 1. 4 second. 
Moran and Cheney's estimate of 0.20g loading corresponding to 
the elastic limit of the frame would involve an elastic strain energy 
in the structure of 
2 
(20 ) 64.000 
28 · = 
33,000 ft.lbs 
If a total energy input of 64,ooo ft.lbs is to be absorbed, then 
that portion dissipated in plastic deformation may be estimated to be 
62,000 - 33,000 = 29 2000 ft.lbs 
In the system giving rise to the displacement/time response 
shown in Figure 6.10, bottom bay bracing yields of 6.058 ins and 
4.931 ins were calculated. The dissipated work corresponding to 
these plastic distortions may be calculated viz.-
i X 11,000 2 16,700 X 6.058 = 12 
i X 11,000 2 X 40931 = 11,100 12 
27,800 ft.lb 
Allowing for the assumptions made by Housner, (which tend to 
over-estimate the plastic energy absorption requirement) and the 
replacement of the actual post _yield axial stiffness curve of the 
bracing rods by a straight line (Figure 6.2) for the purpose of 
establishing a value for use in the XBFRME program (which procedure 
underestimates the plastic energy dissipation for small yield displace-
ments) the correlation between the 29,000 ft.lbs and 27,800 ft.lbs~ 
is satisfactory. 
In the case of allowance for convective water action being 
made - in the system having the response presented in Figure 6.14 -
the dissipated work corresponding to the plastic displacements of 
3.096 ins and 2.697 ins is only 7,700 ft.lb and the correlation 
between the estimate of the requirement based on Housner's method and 
the value computed from the XBFRME results is much less close. However 
this result is co~sistent with the assumptions used in the Housner and 
XBFRME approaches. 
If only that part of the water mass which moves with the tower 
is included in the total energy input calculation, the value becomes 
1 710,600 (2 05)2 
2 32.2 ° = 46,ooo ft.lbs 
Hence the dissipated energy requirement estimated using Housner's 
method is 
46,ooo - 33 1 000 = 13,000 ft.lb 
which correlates more satisfactorily with the value based on the 
XBFRME plastic deformations i.e. 7,700 ft.lb. 
Certainly a calculation following the Housner approach will 
serve as a valuable check on the XBFRME yield distortion predictions, 
particularly in the non-convective water situations. 
VII.3 The Choice of Accelerogram 
Since the El Centro 1940 N/S accelerogram represented, until 
quite recently, the largest strong motion seismic excitation reliably 
recorded it has been used in almost all of the numerical integration 
studies made of seismic response. Justifiable criticism of the 
application of a particular earthquake record to a general response 
prediction procedure have been made and these have become more frequent 
as appreciation has grown of the sensitivity of a structure's response 
to the characteristics of the excitation used and, more recently, of 
the significant effects which local site conditions may have in 
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modifying the base rock seismic disturbance and consequently producing 
an excitation peculiar to the particular site on which a projected 
structure is to be built. 
The El Centro 1940 N/S accelerogram was used exclusively in the 
analyses reported in Chapter Six in order to provide a common basis 
for comparison with previous studies and to eliminate a further 
variable in the sensitivity analyses. However the XBFRME program can 
equally well accept input from any of the Berg type d 
( 70) . 
recor s , s1.x 
of which are available, representing a range of natural earthquakes 
differing in their spectural properties accdrding to the characteristics 
of the shaking at the recording site. 
In an attempt to overcome the problem of lack of generality 
posed by the use of a particular accelerogram record from a past 
( 71) . 
earthquake Jennings et al have produced simulated earthquake 
motions suitable for use in numerical integration analyses and these 
are freely available on request from the originators. 
The Jennings type synthetic digitised records are designed to 
represent four types of earthquakes; the shaking near the causative 
fault in a large (Richter Magnitude> 8) earthquake, the shaking close 
to the fault in a Magnitude 7 earthquake, the motion expected in the 
epicentral region of a Magnitude 5.5 to 6 shock and the shaking close 
to the fault in a very small Magnitude 4.5 to 5.5 earthquake. In 
their original form these records do not conform to the Berg type 
format but suitable modifications have been made to produce card decks 
containing the digitised card decks in similar configuration to the 
Berg records. Consequently the XBFRME program can be run using any of 
these synthetic earthquake records as the exciting accelerogram. 
General acceptance of these synthetic accelerograms as the 
basis of seismic design analyses may have to wait until suitable 
techniques for allowing for the particular site conditions are more 
widely appreciated and for a better understanding of the dynamic 
properties of soils to be developed. In the meantime the use of 
reco*ds such as the El Centro accelerogram in numerical integration 
analyses is likely to continue. It can be no less valid as a 
design aid than the response curves included in current design 
codes( 9 ) which are, in many cases, based on the El Centro and other 
natural earthquake records. 
VII.4 Torsional Response Conside~ation • 
When a vertical axis through the centre of mass does not 
coincide with a similar vertical axis through the centre of resist-
ance at each mass level, lateral seismic excitations at the base of 
a structure necessarily induce torsional oscillations in addition to 
the lateral vibration. That torsional displacements have occurred 
(3 20) in elevated water towers has been reported ' , consequently the 
possibility of torsional response must be considered at the design 
stage of elevated water tanks. 
Because of the inherent simplicity of a cross braced elevated 
water tower it should be possible for the designer to maintain 
sufficient control of the structural configuration to ensure that 
the representation of the system as a plane frame is sufficiently 
realistic for design purposes, in which case the XBFRME program is 
applicable to the prediction of the response. However there may be 
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circumstances in which, due to the necessity to introduce off-centre 
inlet and outlet pipes or to link with adjacent structures, it does 
not prove possible to retain the symmetry of the system and in these 
circumstances the analysis technique must take account of the possible 
contribution of torsional displacement to the overall response. In 
principle the allowance may be made readily. In practice, because 
of the problems of accurately determining the mass and torsional 
stiffness distributions, it may be difficult to generate a sufficiently 
valid representation of the system to justify a substantial measure of 
confidence in the predictions made and it is suggested that a designer 
should make the avoidance of torsional response of prime importance 
when selecting the configuration of an elevated water tank structureo 
However, in those cases where this cannot be achieved, the response 
prediction technique presented in this thesis may be extended to the 
torsional response problem in the following mannef. 
An expression of the form of equation 4(1) can.be written viz:-
M1 
.. . . . 0 . . 0 x1 x1 x1 
• 0 0 • 0 
MN 
.. . . 0 0 XN XN X 
M1 Y1 
. 
0 • 0 0 . 0 • Y1 Y1 





YN YN 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 YN 
• 
• 0 0 . 0 11 • 0 91 91 91 
0 • • 0 0 . • 0 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 Jl! 9N 9N 9N 
in which x, y and 9 are the two translational and the rotational 
displacements of each mass M 
and [c] and [K] 
T T 
are the rotational inertias of the masses 
M1 to MN about the centre of gravity 
are respectively the damping and stiffness 
matrix< 73 ) for coupled translational and 
rotational response. 
The techniques described in Chapter Four could be applied to the 
solution of multiphase response, suitable modifications being made to 
the coupled stiffness matrix as the bracing rods slacken, yield or 
fracture. In a situation in which the analysis would not be restricted 
by the limitations of the digital computer on which the study described 
in this thesis was undertaken there appears to be no obstacle to the 
concepts used in the XBFRME program being extended to torsional response 
prediction. 
VII.5 Conclusion 
Because of the interactive nature of the problem, seismic design 
procedures necessarily involve a cyclic approach to the determination 
of an acceptable structure. Until the configuration of the system is 
known the response cannot be predicted, but a knowledge of the 
response is needed if an adequate structural system is to be selected. 
The designer normally tackles the problem by basing an initial 
selection of structural configuration and member sizes on an equivalent 
static load, applying perhaps 0.1g or 0.2g lateral acceleration to all 
the masses, and then providing a structure which will satisfactorily 
resist the combined dead and equivalent seismic loads without exceeding 
the elastic behaviour range. The determination of the response of 
this system by a dynamic analysis subsequently enables the expected 
deformations and member loads arising from the selected design earth-
quake to be calculated. If the stresses are below the acceptable 
limits and consistent with an economic use of material, the design is 
considered to be satisfactory. If these conditions are not met, a 
modified structure is selected and a further response prediction is 
undertaken. This cycle is repeated as often as required to achieve 
an acceptable design. 
Techniques suitable for the predictiop of the dynamic response in 
both the elastic( 6) and post-yield< 53 ,54 ) ranges of beam and column 
frame structures have been published previously although to date the 
post-yield analyses have been restricted to ideal elasto-plastic 
'd t' Att t tl b ' d (?4) t t d th cons1 era ions. emp s are curren y e1ng ma e o ex en e 
numerical integration approach to the more general case of degrading 
stiffness systems to represent more accurately the observed behaviour 
of reinforced and prestressed concrete frameworks in particular. 
The method which is presented in this thesis of determining the 
seismic response of braced water tower structures in the yield range 
of the bracing has not been advanced previously. If it is to be of 
practical value a designer requires reassurance that specific multi-
phase response can be achieved reliably, without recourse to techniques 
which would prove impracticable with respect to detailing, fabrication 
or erection. It is submitted that the testing described in Chapter 'I 
I 
! 
Three indicates that the provision of multiphase bracing is a 
practicable proposition and that preselected behaviour can be achieved 
satisfactorily. 
In so far as it has been possible to verify the mathematical 
modelling of an elevated fluid container by the small amplitude 
shaking tests described in Chapter Two and by correlation with both 
. (21) (24) 
observed behaviour and other predictions this has been done. 
Further tests on prototype structures or large scale models, 
preferably involving excitation of the system beyond the elastic 
range of the bracing rods, are highly desirable and will undoubtedly 
be undertaken when facilities such as the earthquake simulator 
shaking table planned for the Richmond field station at the 
University of California at Berkeley become available. 
In its present form the XBFRME program allows for the inclusion 
of one mild steel rod in each diagonal brace of a moment resistant 
frame. The program may be applied equally conveniently to pin 
jointed tower frameworks such as it would be required to analyse if 
a bolted or riveted non-moment-resistant frame was used to support a 
water tank. In such a situation if any residual elastic resistance 
was to be incorporated in the structure it would be essential to 
provide a bracing member, which would remain elastic, in parallel 
with the sacrificial one, in each case. Relatively little programming 
effort would be needed to extend the XBFRME program to allow for more 
than two parallel braces if this should be required. The number of 
storeys which may be catered for by the XBFRME program in the form 
presented in Chapter Five is limited by the output statements. For 
convenience these specifically apply to the three and four mass systems 
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analysed as described in Chapter Six. Minor modifications to the 
output prescriptions would allow extension to as many masses as may 
be required for a particular analysis, subject only to the storage 
limitations of the computer used. 
If the design of elevated water tank structures is to be placed 
on a more rational basis than hitherto, it is evident that the 
operating conditions and the level of seismic resistance sought will 
each have to be specified more accurately than has been the case in 
the past. For instance, if a tank is to be used to provide a 
constant head supply it is most unlikely that it will be in any 
state other than either full or completely empty when excited by an 
earthquake. Hence it would not be necessary to check the response 
of a series of partially full conditions, as would be the case for 
a supply tank which could well be at any stage of draw down when 
an earthquake occurs. Where the possibility exists of the tank 
contents being frozen the situation in which the non-convective 
response could prove to be critical must be examined. The statist-
ical probability of ground shaking of a particular magnitude being 
experienced at a chosen site should be taken into account in selecting 
a suitable exciting accelerogram and, wherever possible, the 
characteristics of this record should reflect the site properties. 
An assessment of the acceptability of sacrificial bracing elements 
must be made and, when such response is anticipated, suitable remedial 
action must be arranged to ensure speedy restoration of the structure 
after a major shock has occurred. Generally a more sophisticated 
approach than that used up to now will be necessary. The use of a 
1510 
torsion spanner to set bracing prestress levels may appear to be an 
unfamiliar technique in civil engineering but the example set by the 
Japanese, who have showed their willingness to adopt elaborate 
detailing and to include ingenious devices in seis~ic resistant 
structures(?5), could well be followed by others. 
It is submitted that the method of predicting the seismic 
response of cross braced elevated water tower structures which is 
presented in this thesis is valid and that the use of this approach 
will enable designers to achieve earthquake resistance in this type 
of structure with greater confidence. 
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APPENDIX I 
CALCULATIONS UNDERTAKEN IN MODELLING OF ILAM WATER TOWER 
(a) Determination of Lateral Stiffness 
Second Moment of Area I for main column 
TT ( 4 4) 64 (574 - 54 4) 1019000 in 4 6l+ d1 - d2 = = 
and for inner tubes 
TT (394 364 ) 31 9 100 in 
4 
64" = 
TT ( 4 4) 7 9 500 in 
4 64 25o5 - 23 = 
Hence 9 Total I 140 9 000 in 
4 
= 
Taking Elastic Modulus E = 6 x 106 psi 
and Length L = 360 inches 
Lateral Stiffness k = 5~ 9 000 lb/in or 650 9000 lb/ft. so 
(b) Determination of Masses 
Bowl Contents m 
Tank Capacity 
Contents' Weight= 
and m = 
Structure m 
s 




m and m 
s 
2 4 X 605 
X 62o4 
= 328 ft3 
= 20 9 500 lbs 
20:1500 
= 
20:i500 = 638 lbs/g g 32o2 
8 X TT X 605 -"- 40 ft3 
4 
40 X 150 = 
Insert Weight = 1530 lbs 
:o Total Weight= 7,530 lbs 
Pipe Weights 
4.5 ft I.Do pipe 
TT X 4o5 X 150 ::,£:r 500 lb/ft 4 run 
3.0 ft I.Do pipe 
TT X 2 X 2 X 150 .A., 300 lb/ft 24 run 
2o0 ft IoD. pipe ""· 200 lb/ft run 
Total 1000 lb/ft run 
Thus Bowl Weight+ j Tower Weight = 7,530 + 10,000 
= 17,530 lbs 
in which case m = 
s 
= 545 lbs/g 
or, considering all pipes to be full of water, 
Input 
and 
Weight of Water = TT x 22 x 30 x 62.4 = 24,500 lbs 
in which case ms= (17,530 • + 24 9$00) = 800 lbs/g 
to MODANAL Program, therefore, 
k = 650,000 so 






m = 545-~ 800 s 
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APPENDIX II 
POST YIELD AXIAL STIFFNESS OF BRACING RODS 
True stress is the ratio of the load to the cross-sectional 
area at any instanto 




= loge (L) 
0 






Now the relation between true stress 
be expressed 
= K (e.)n 
0 1 
crL is change in length 
L is specimen length 
L is original specimen length 
0 
s is the normal engineering 
and true strain may 
where K is a constant known as the strength coefficient and n 
0 
is a constant known as the strain hardening coefficient. 
The true force/true deflection curve may be determined using the 
true stress/true strain relationship for a bracing rod, in the 
following manner. 
The true force 
A L 
0 0 
= er. x where A is original rod cross-sectional 












is rod length when true force 
is determined. 
Using this expression 1 the post yield true force, true deflection 
curves may be determined for the range of bracing rods usedo 
APPENDIX III 
GEOMETRICAL AND STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF TEST FRAME 
Centreline dimensions of frame 
Hence diagonal length 
and angle with horizontal 
45 in x 36 in 
57.63 in 
38° 37' 
Thus, horizontal component of bracing force F = 0.782 F 
and vertical component of bracing force F = 0.624F 
Cross Bracing Stiffness Considerations 
(neglecting second order effects) 
Lateral Load = 0.782 EA aL L 
where E is elastic modulus of bracing 
Thus Lateral Load= 
and Lateral Stiff-
ness = 
A is cross sectional area of bracing 
6L is change in length of bracing 
L is original length of bracing. 
lateral deflection 
In ·the case of initial pretensioning of diametrically opposed 
diagonal braces, this stiffness is doubled. 




Elastic Limit Sway (db) of Bracing 
L 
0.782 ix bracing yield stress = 
Unbraced Portal Stiffness Considerations 
Analysing half of the rigid knee portal 
From diagram A III.1 
= 0 
= 0 












(2ec + 8B) = 
LBC 





LBC(20B 0 0 
i<2L e ) 
LAB - B 
eB 
2 
at B implies MBA+ MBC 
+ e -A 
.2!!.) 
LAB 
+ LAB(2eB + ec) 
Fig. A III.1 
= 0 
= 0 
..2.L eB -2!!.) eB LBC( 2eB + 2L + LAB( 29 B - 2 = 0 
AB 2 LAB 
156. 
= 0 
• e d 




[ _ -2EI (2. _L LBC 2. _1_) 
d - LfB 2. LAB• (LBC + LAB) - 2 • LAB 
Therefore Lateral Stiffness of Half of Rigid Knee Portal 




000 (0.0417 - 0.0163) 
182 
= 1.02 Ton/in. 
= 
2 1 ) 
2 36 
13,000 X 0.0254 
182 
Or 1 Lateral Stiffness of Unbraced Rigid Knee Test Portal 
= 2.04 Ton/in. 
Elastic Limit Sway (d ) of Portal 
157. 
Taking the yield stress to be 20 Ton/in 2. (Exper~mental value 19.4 
Ton/2.n - section III.3) 
d 
MBA 20 X 2 
= 36 = 1.02 X 36 .x 1.5 yp 1.02 X = Oo76 in. 
APPENDIX IV 
LISTINGS OF UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY 
CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT'S LIBRARY PROGRAMS 











































• • * CIVIL ENGINEERING PRl'GRA~ LIBRARY * 
• • 
*PROGRAM FOR STRLCTURAL ANALYSIS BY CIRECT STIFFNESS MEHOO USING* 
• FINITE ELE>ENT CCNCEPTS IN PLA~E PRCeLEMS • 







IFICHECK.EC.FLAXI GO TO 20 
IFICHECK.NE.FLAGI GO TO 5 
NOk•KLIJCK I~ Tl 
CALL lOAOl'P~ASEA'I 
CALL SETUP 
IFINSTOP.NE.CJ GC TO 15 







17 FORHATl//23H TCTAL Tl•E IN SECCNOS•l5 I 
GO TO 5 


















































><COEL .44 PS VERSIC~ 3, LEVEL 1 CATE 710"1? 
SUBROUTINE SEn;P 
•••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••• 
SUBRC~TINE TC REAO,C~ECK CATA,FORH FLE•E~T PROPERTIFS,REAC LCAOS 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c•••••••••~••••••••••••• 
COJl'~CN/PAR.A/f\N,~Jl',NLJl'El,f\U~f\P,f\FP,NSTO?,f\FIX{q~,,R(lg~) 
CI Jl'E.fllSlCf\ xCQC{C,9) ,YCRO ( 99) ,HEAD C 20), NP( 160, 3 I, AQ t l"C I, SI ( 16( I, IP 
lER,.I 3) ,A 13} ,P. ( 3 I, RR 13 J 








ca s t=-1,~9 
XORD( 11•0.0 
VORD( I J •O.C 
NFIXlll•C 
on 6 I=l,160 









17 FORHAT(//24H ~L~RER CF NCCAL PCINTS•,14/ 
1 24H NL~BER CF ELEJl'ENTS •,14/ 
2 24~ NLJl'8ER CF ECNS/f\CCE •,I~/ 
3 24H ELASTIC ~ODULUS =,El5.3/ 





l~ FORMATl31H I•ITIAL PARA•6TER ERRr.R,CA~CEL I 
IFINSTCP.NE.01 RETLRN 
REAn STRLCTU~AL OATA 




CC34 2C FOll>IATI llC,2Fl~. ,, 15 I 
C035 PRl'IIT21 
C03b 21 fORMATlll14lNCCE XORC YORC NflX l 
cr,n P~l'IIT22,ll,XCRCIIJ,YCROlll,NFIX11l,1•1,NUMNPI 
003B 22 rnRMATl15,2flC.3,lbl 
C 
C Ft~ne "~"~e•s 
C 
C0?9 2<; Rf.AD 2&,iL,!~P!L,11,l•l,ll,ARILl,Sllll,N•l,NUMELl 
C040 ze fORMATl414•F~.3.FlC.3) 
C041 -PRl'IIT27 
C042 27 FORMAT!4bMl .. I J K ARE.A,T~ 
CIJ43 P~t•n2~, IL., 1,Pllol l, 1•1,31,.ARIL 1,Sllll,L•l,tlU"ELI 
C044 2~ FfJRMATl4l4,2Fl5. 31 
C 
C CHECll RAND WICTU 
C 
\ 
01)45 l'AXOIF•30-tlf P 
C046 lFLAC•O 
0047 f'fl!•O 
C04e OOS?N•l, 'IIIJl'El 




0053 [F -~DtF.Ec.o.cR ... CtF.GT .llifAXDTF, IFLAC• l 
C0~4 tFr~OtF.GT.f'fi') "P'•l'IIOlf 
0055 GC TO 4~ 
C056 45 00471•1, 3 
0057 J•IPERPIII I 
COSB 'IFF•NPIN,11-~PIN,JI 
C059 "FF•NFF•',f P 
OOtO NOIF•IABSINFFI 
0061 IFC~OIF.EQ.O.CR.~OJ~.GT.~AlOIFl IFLAG•l 
COtZ 47 t-FCl"fDlf.t;T.f'P') ""•.t..OIF 
01)63 4e IFIIFLhGo~E.Ol NSTCP•l 
CC64 IFCIFLAG.NE.C) P~tNT42•N 
C0t5 42 FORPl•Tl26H NCDE •RAAY EAACA,l'El'BER•,151· 
CC6b 5~ IFLAG•O 
0067 fltllf•"'"•'fFP 
cou JFl~STOP.~F.1) R~TURN 
C 
C FOAM ELEl'ENT PROPERTIES 
C 
COt9 DO 100 N•l.-~l..-"EL 
C070 IFl~Pl~,31.~e.CI GC TC bl 

















































CALL KEAfol (AA,P.~,AREA,Stl,EMCC,l,J) 
GO TG lCO 













lOC CC?\. T l'IUF. 




lC~ FOR~ATl35H1Nrc~ XLOAC 
CO 110 ,..:sl,l'l" 
llC Ct(N) =O.C 
00200N 2 l, "-U,.f'I.P 
REA0120,ft, (Q~ l I I, 1 zl ,NFPJ 
IF(M.EC.Cl GC T~ 701 
lZC FORMAT( 1,,1Fl0o3l 































































SUBROUTINE BEAi' IXLX,XLY,AREA,Sll,E"OD,11,JJJ 
............................................... 9···••111••············· 












STll ,l l•AREA/tuO•T.EMP 
STIZ,2l•Sil*TEMP 
ST13,3l•STl2,2l 










TM«3 .. 3J•o.o 















STI 1,J l•STI I ,JJ+Tl'IK,ll*AIK,-JI 













































SUBROUTINE. SCST (A,8, THICK, [ 1,JJ,KK,EJliltCC,XUJ 






























S12,JJ=A< I l*Cl 
S13,KJ•AIIJ•C3 
4CO S13,Jl•B(ll*C3 
























































SUP.ROUTINE TC FOR!' TCTAL STIFF!',ESS ~ATRIX ev T~E DIRECT STIFFNESS 
M(THOO 
··········$··························$····················~······· 
COl'MON/PARA/~N,"~,NEL,NPT 1 NFP,~STOP 1 NF1X(991,e(l981 



















K•NP ( II 




IFIK.GT.LI GC TO <JO 
LL•>lNF•IJ-11 
JK•NFP*IL-Kl+l 




DC 80 JJ•l,NFF 
JS•Ll+JJ 
JA•JA+l 


































MOOEl 44 PS VERSIOlll 3, LEVEL 3 
· 90 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 
C 








IFINFIXINI.LT.Il GC TO 235 
l•flit+J 
DO 230 ~=l,~1' 
LlzL+l-K 
A(L,Kl=O.C 






















































SCBROUTI~~ sv•SOL(>N,.M,KKK,A,el SY•4ECC1 
sv•s cz 
C 
C ............................. it ................................ *"** ............................................ SYf'S C3 
sueo.r.ur1,e TC SOLVE eANCEO sv••ETRIC •nRt~ E~CATIC'l AB•R sv•s C4 
.............................................................................................................................. sv~s cs ·C C 




GO To uoco,2cca1,KKK 
C REOIJCF. MAHn 
C 
lCCO CO 280N•l,NN 
DO 260L•2 ,ll'fi'I 
C•ACN,L)/Al~,1) 
l•N.+L-1 







GO TO o;cc 
C 
C REDUCE VECTCR 
C 
C 
2COC 00 zqoN•l ,NN 
00 2A5L•2,•M 
l•N+L-1 
IFINNoLT.11 GO TC 290 
285 Blll•Blll-AIN,Ll*BINI 
29C B(Nl•BINI/Al~,11 





JFIN,EQ.01 GC TO 5CO 
00 4COK•2,1",. 
L•N+K-1 
IFl~H.LT,ll Gr TC 400 
B!Nt•BINI-Al•,Kl*B(LI 
400 CONTINUE 






























































































··············~········································~·········· FORCE OUT PL T 
··························~······································· 
COJIIHCN/PARA/NN ,,.,, ,NUfi'EL, NUfi'NP,fl.'FP, f\S TCP, f\f IX ( qq), Rf 1 Qfll l 
01,.ENS ION ST!3,6 J ,SSI 6, 61,08(61, 513 I 
CA TA PCNE /4HeEAI'/ 
OATA PTW0/4H CST/ 
REI.IND L 
PR INT O I SPLACE,.ENTS 
IF(NFP.EC,21 PRJ•T 260 
IF(NFP.EQ,31 PRJ•T 262 
26C FORHAT(35HINCOE X-O[SPLACEl'ENT Y-OISPLACEMENT I 
262 FORMATl5CH1NCOE X-CISPLACEl'ENT Y-OISPLACEl'ENT T~ETA-ROTATION 
00280N=l,Nt..ffNP 
l=(N-1 t•~FP+l 
IF(NFP.ec.21 PRIP..T 270,N,Rlt>,Rll+l) 




PRINT ELEl'ENT FORCES. 
PR[~T 290 
PRINT zqi 
290 FORMAT! 67Hl • I J 
1 HCME~T AT J I 
291 FORMAT! o7H 
1 XV-STRESS 
0040QNal,NUfri!EL 
READ (1) 11,JJ,KK,SS,ST 
IFIKK,,.E.01 GC TC 310 
K•IIl-l)•NFP 
l•(JJ-l)*NFP 





IF l 'IIFP.EQ.2 J RB I 3 l •o.o 
JFl~FP.EC,21RBl61•0,0 
CO 3C7 l•l ,3 
SI II •C.O 
K BEAi' 
CST 
AX I AL FORCE 
x-STRESS 




























CO 3C7 J•l ,6 
3C7 Slll•Slll+STll,Jl•RRIJI 















IFIKK.EQ.CJ PQINT 360,,N.II.JJ,Kl<,.PCNE.tStlhl=l•:?) 
IF(KK.NE.C) PR[I\IT 360.N,tl,JJ,Kl<,PTWC,(Slll,l=-1 9 3) 
36C FQRMAT(4l4,2X,A4,1P3El5,51 





ANALYSIS OF MORAN AND CHE'IGS ~AT~R TOWER (WITH SY~ 8ROC1'1G) 
~Ul<BER OF NODAL POINTS• 8 
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS • 15 
NUl<BER OF EONS/NOOE • 3 
F.LAST IC MODULUS • G. Z9C( 08 
POISSCNS RAT.I• • O,C 
~COE XORO YORC NFIX 
l o.o c.o l°lC 
2 Ub.000 c.o· UC 
3 21. 000 •32,COO C 
4 365,COC 432.CCC 0, 
5 41,COO e51,COC 0 
I, 345.000 851.COC C 
1 1,1.000 l26C, COC C 
8 325,000 1260,000 0 
LIST LP. 1 
N Il J K AREA, TH JI Ct- I 
1 1 3 0 3C.60C 1656.00D 
·2 ) .4 0 l S.660 23'>.000 
3 2 4 0 1C.6CC l~S6. COO 
• 3 ·5 0 26.BOC lh40.C00 
5 5 6 0 14.'5:0 173.bOC 
6 4 • 0 26,BOC l~-40.COC 7 5 7 0 ·22.occ 134b.Q00 
B 7 8 0 ICC.CCC ,coo.coo 
9 • • 0 22.cco 13•&.COO 10 l 4 0 ,.020 o.o 
11 2 3 0 4oR20 o.o 
12 3 • 0 7.l'J0 c.0 13 4 5 0 7. ICC O. C 
l< 5 8 0 8.1:i,i,r. o.c 
15 • 7 0 a.••c o.o 
NOOE XLOAO 'HCAD Mf',-.f P\IT 
3 o. 500 c.c o.c 
• 0.500 c.c o.c 
OUTPUT 
NOOE x-DISPLACEMEH Y-DISPLAC,~.-r THfH-<CTATic·, 
l -o.c -o.c -l.1593E-CR 
2 -o.c -o.c -l.1593E-C8 
3 4.b024E-CS 5. 2914F-OE' -4.682 3t:-ci 
• 4.6024F-C6 -5.2913E-OP -4. 6€.2 3C-C<:1 5 4. 765flE-Cb 4.6f!ClF-0~ 7.Hl46F-}n 
• 4. 7658E-C6 -4.f-:iAOlE-09 7.1B47'7-10 7 4.8840E-C6 4.Cf.ib;::lf-0~ -3.h934F-10 
8 4. qA40E-C6 -4. OtibiE-Cf' -1.,.,nsc-10 
N l J K RE/\M Axt AL Fr~CE l"r,-f~T AT I 
CST X-STRE,S Y-ST•ESS 
I I 3 0 eEA~ s.66 ;iz9e-r.1 -9.>3b74E-07• 
2 3 4 0 HEA,.. 2.~61C'2E-r.1: 5.222lhE-Ol 
3 2 4 0 Pf A,.. -'i.66q2qe-~1 -1. 'IQ 735F-Cb 
4 3 5 G 6EA,.. 3. 11• I 3E-o, loo9S52F CO 
5 s 6 0 BEA~ 2.8bl02F-C> -l.Ol9R3E-Ol 
b 4 b 0 eEAM -3. l1'::61E-C1 l.h9552E CC 
1 5 7 0 REOM -5.46P7'lE-C4 -3.6"874E-Cl 
8 7 R 0 eEi\M l.52SRPE-CS l.ol475F-Cl 
9 "6 R 0 AEII.,.. 5.4h>;15E-~'4 -1.6PA75E-Ol 
10 I. 4 0 t\EA,.. 7.?41C-.-Cf-Cl C.J 
11 2 3 0 81=A,., -7.24l4~f-f'.ll O.v 
12 3 6 0 ~FA~ i.l1Mlt:E-Ol o.o 
13 4 5 0 ee•• -8. l 7'17 3E-f'.:~ I)~ rJ 
14 ~ 8 0 ~EA,.. -2. ~2JJSCE-C] o. ~ 
15 b 7 0 bEA,.. 2.22S~5E-C> r:.t.. 
TOTAL TIME IN SECC~OS• 20 
(CON.Tl NUED> 





























































$$0$····~·•·····$••*••0••······••*••$···•$1~•····••0••·············  . • 
* CIVIL ENGINEERING PROGRl~ LIBRARY * • • 
$ NORMAL MODES FROM FILATI • 
* * ···~·••0••··$····••*••··················•$1~•········$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
11:1 ·~~f1t~e~· rn'B1shA~E~~N~~T ~~!~T~~ IP So 
DIMENSIO~ A130,301,W(381~X(30l.x213Bl,X3(301,S!3Cl,Ol301 
3A ~a~~l~t1t3~~ei&:2N~l½~AM ,IL,! 
PRl~T97i~s,N~,e,cbNv,10AMP,1L,IM 
97 FOR~ATI H z!5 1 2El4• b,3151 
IL•IL+l 
IM•IM+l 
0021 •l, 'lS 
ll02Jzl,'1S,5 
2 READ3ltA(I,JllA11,J+ll,A(l,J+21,All,J+31,A(I,J+41 
31 FORMAT 5Cl4 • 8 















'>l X2 I I I •IJ • 
ll028J•l,NS 
28 w(Jl•W(Jl/3~&,4 
DrJ251•1 1 '1S 
0025J=l,'1S 
































































GrJ TO 4b . 






34 ~~&~l~t1~i~~~L~R FRECUtNCY S~UARED•',fl4.B,5X,(l4,Pl 








35 ~~&~LHt;;F~E'JUE;JC Y•', El4,4,9X,' PERIOi;=', El4 • 4 I 
IFIIUAMP-2)7;,74,75 
73 P•2 • l2 
1~2.10 
~O TU 76 
74 P=l • 2B 
T=l• 26 -





GO TO b8 
b7 AM•P*G,44/Q 


































































81 PR l!';T39 
39 FORMAT( 1 0DISPLACEPE~T RAT!CS.• 1 6X 1 '1G DISPLACE>ENTS.',lDX,'lG FORC 
ll:: So' ) 
J=NS 
59 PRl~T3B,X(Jl 1 X2(Jl,Xt(Jl 
38 ~8~~~I!l1:~2:~sl4X,Elu.4,l4X,El0.4) 
05 J=J-l 
GO TO 5·1 
MODIFY (F)(Ml TO GIVE·CONVERGENCE TO HIGHER MODES. 
64 D058!=1,cJS 
58 XI ll=X(l l/SQRT(T) 




GO TO 7 
t,q PRl'H37 
37 FnRMAT('l',22X,'PREO!CTEO ELASTIC RESPCNSE,'I/' CISPLACE~ENT.• 









IFIJ-lll 1 l,7J 
70 J=J-l 
GO TO 71 
tNC 
OUTPUT 
MODE= l NU~BE~ CF CYCleS= 3 
ANGULAR FREQUENCY SQUAkED=0.1~!78134E OC 

















MODE= 2 NUM~fA CF CYCL~S= b 
ANGULAR FREQUENCY SOUAPEO=C.llS79032E C3 ~.ll~79981E ~3 
FRFOUENCY= 0,1713[ 01 PE~ICD= o.se39E 00 





lG 11 I SPLACEPE~TS. 
-.1gssE-Ol 
0.8402E J,1 




0 • 48PbE 04 
MOOE= 3 ~~MBEO CF CYCLES= 4 
A~GULAR FREQUENCY SQUARED=O.~lB98•0lE 03 

































LIST L.P. 2 <CONTINUED> ..'.I,, O'\ 
O's 
C CE020 CIVIL ENGINEERING PRCGRAM LIBRARY CAl'PING MATRIX FCRIIATICN 
C 
C Sll'PLIFIED CALC. OF (Cl MATRIX l 




C READ NC. OF STCREYS,PER CENT CAMPING 1ST ANC 2ND MODES 51 
REAO(INP,33) NS,Cl,C2 6 
33 FORl'AT(l3,2F3.0I 7 
C REAC ANGULAR FREQUENCY 1ST l'CC~ (RACIANSI 71 
READ( ll';P,34) Wl · 8 
34 FCRl'AT(5El4.81 9 
C READ ANGULAR FREQUENCY 2NC l'CCE (RACIANSI 91 





C READ LATERAL STIFFNESS l'ATRIX 131 
l RE AD I I NP, 941 I IS ( I, JI tJ= l, NS I, I= l, NS I 
94 FCRl'ATl8El0e31 
C READ LUl'PEO STCREY WEIGHTS. 141 
READ(Jl';P,321 (W(Il,I=l,N,SI 15 
32 F CR II A Tl 8 El o. 4 I l 6 
DC 4 l=l,NS 17 
DC 3 J=l,NS 18 
3 C ( I , JI =CG• SI I , JI 19 
4 C(l 1 ll=Cll,ll+CT•Wlll/:,86.4 2C 
"RITEILNP,351 NS,Cl,C?,W1,W2 21 
35 FCRl'ATl//1X,13,?F5ol,2El3.3//I 22 
DC 2 l=l,NS 23 
2 WR!lF.ILNP,361 (S(I,Jl,J=l,NSI 24 
36 FCRl'ATl1X 1 5El3e31 25 
WRITE(LNP,3RI 
WRITE(LNP,371 ("(11,1•1,NSI i6 
37 FCRl'AT(lX,10El3e31 27 
38 FCRl'AT(//1 28 
WRITE(L"'P,3RI 29 
DC 6 l=l,NS 30 
WRITt(LNP,~61 (C(I,Jl,J=l,~SI 31 
6 WRITE(IPCH,391 (C(l1Jl,J=l,NS) 32 
39· FCRl'AT(5El4o71 33 
WRITE(LNP,401 34 
40 FCRl'AT(lX,'PRCCESSINr, CCl'PLETE'I 35 
STCP 36 
END 37 










































* ~ATPI~ PQCGRA~ •••• PEAC,PRINT,INVERT,PRINT • 
• • 









GO TC l 
END 
SUBROUTINE l'ATINV(A,Nl<AXI 
t M4TRIX i>IVERSICN (A,Nl'AXI 
Dll'ENSION Ai1oc,1001 
DO 200 N•l,Nl'AX 
O•AIN,'11 
00 100 J•l,Nl'AX 
100 AIN,Jl•-AIN,Jl/0 
00 150 l•l,NHX 
IFIN-11 110,15C,110 


































[F ( ~.GT .10) Gr TC 
00 l l=l,~ 
'\:U,-,S[R' 14/ ------ ---•//) 
2 
l WP[TE(F,,lCll (A(l,J).,J=l,1"'l 
101 FORMAT(' 'DGH.31 
GO TO 5 
2 DO 3 l=l,N 
3 w~ITE(6,l0ll (.ft(f,J),J=l,lCJ 
wRITElf.>,1021 
102 FO'!HAT( // l 
DO 4 l=l,N 








-O. l63E 06 
C. 306E 06 
-C.144E 06 





































































• CIVIL ENGINEERING PROGRAM LIBRARY * 
• * 
• PRCGRAM €LRES * 
* • 
* THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE ELASTIC RESPO~SE OF MULTI-MASS * 
• SYSTEMS TC BERG FCR~AT EARTHQUAKE RECCRCS • * 
• * 
···~····················································~········· 
CALL Tl TLE 
MS•l E~TER (KILAT,MS•2 FNTER IFILAT 
DIMENSION Sl20,201,Fl20,201,CMl201,AA1201,BBl2Cl,Xl2CI, 
1VELl2Cl,ACCl201,Yl201,Zl201,Tl51,Gt5l,BXl2Cl,TXl20l,Cl20,2Cl 
N•ND CF MASSeS,~P•NC Cf STEPS BEFORE PR!NT!NG,CT•STEP INTERVAL 
TR•LENGTH CF RECCRD 
28 REA029,N,~S,KD,OT,TR 
29 FOR14ATl313,2ElC • 4l 
PRt~T321,N,MS,KP,CT,TR 
321 FORMATl'l INPUT DATA ECHO CHECK'/'0',315,2El3 • 41 
32 FORMATt314,2El3 • 41 
Pli.!"lT34 
34 FORMA Tl// I 
KC•O 
30 FORHAT18El0o41 
READ IKILAT OR IFILAT 
IFIMSoF.0 • llPRINT 51 
IFIHS.EQ • 21~RINT 52 
51 FORMATt•o•,3cx,•LATERAL STIFFNESS ~ATRIX'/1 




143 FORMAT(lX,l0El3 • 41 
PR!'IT34 . 
READ DAMPING MATRIX 
~R!TEl6,S31 





















































































LIST L.P. 4 
C 
C 
3 CALL HATINVl~,NI 
READ ~ASS ~ATRIX 
2 READ3D,ICMlll,l•l,~1 
PRINTl43,ICMtll,I•l,NI 
WR !TE 16,55 I 




VELI 11 =O • 
BXI 11=0. 
QMlll•QMIIl/386.4 
Zl I 1=0 • 
Y(Jl•O. 
COSJzl ,N 
5 Fll,JJ=O • 
IS=l 
READ EQU • RECCQD CARO 
READ33,ISC,ITlll,Glll,1•2,SI 
IFtlS-ISCl43,42,43 
33 FORMAT(l3,•tF~.4,f9 • bll 
42 M2•2 
P•-Gl21*386.4 
DG•DT•386 • 4*1Gl31-Gl211/IT131-Tt211 
D061•1,N 














GO TC 12 
ll IFIMZ-4113,14,14 
ll~ MZzMZ+l 
































































VEL!llzAA(ll+ • 5*DT*ACCIIl 
19 Xlll=BBlll+ • lbtb6b67*0T*CT•ACCII) 
KCzKC+l 








GO TO 25 
27 !oRITEl6,34l 
WRITE16,5bl 11,BX(ll,TX(ll,I=l,NI 





































































































C •• .. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••• 
C 
C INVERT MATRIX ISi IN SITU, (ORDER N X NI 


















DO 50 1•1,N 
DIAG=SI 1, I I 
IFIDIAG,NE,0,01 GC TC 45 
•RITEl6,431 




DO 46 J•l.-l'i 
46 Sll,Jl=Sll,JI/CJAG 
DO 50 Kzl,N 
IFIK,EQ,11 GC TO 50 
DIAG•SIK,11 
SIK,ll•O,O 







SUBROUTINE TC PRINT TITLE IN ASTERISKS 
TITLE nATA CARC •usT HAVE A NUrBER GREATER THA~ ZERO IN T~E LAST 





2 REA015,31 HEAO,REST,KONT 
3 FORMATl19A4,A3,lll 
WRITElb,4ilHEAOlll,1•1,191,REST 
4 FORMAT(lH ,23X,lH*,19A4,A3~1X,lH*/24X,l~•,80X,lH•l· 





INPUT DATA ECHO CHECK 
3 4 0,78l3E-02 O,l5COE 02 













LATER~L STIFF~ESS MATRIX 
0,4530E 04 







0,1369E 05 O,l294E 05 0.9310E 06 
····································~············· OUTPUT 




















0, 7P.52E OC 
0,6686E DC 
MASS l MAX DISPLACESE~T• 
MASS 2 MAX OISPLACE"'E~T= 















AT T t "'E 









SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS UNDERTAKEN IN MODELLING THE 
THREE STOREY FRAME SHOWN IN FIGURE 6.1 




22 ins internal diameter. Wall thicknesses 
5/16 in 3/8 in and 7/16 in (top to bottom). 
Circular section mild steel, diameters 
2i in and 1¾ in (top to bottpm). 
Channel Sections (See Figure 6.1) 
8 in 11.5 lb/ft, 9 in 13.4 lb/ft and 
10 in 15.3 lb/ft. 
Derived Member Properties 
Columns 5/16 in thick section 
Cross sectional area 
Second Moment of area 
Total weight/column 
3/8 in thick section 
Cross sectional area 
, Second Moment of area 
· Total weight/column 
17/16 in thick section 
Cross sectional area 











2.375 in diameter 
Cross sectional area 
Length 
Total weight/rod 
2.125 in diameter 
Cross sectional area 
Length 
Total weight/rod 
1.75 in diameter 





Second Moment of area 
Lower Strut 
Total weight 
Second Moment of area 














Assuming the self weight of the tower is lumped at the ground, 
first strut, second strut and ring girder levels respectively, 














braces Angle to horizontal 
566 in 53.367° 
530 in 52 .18° 
509 in 49.734° 
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